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PART I 

THE EROTIC AND THE DIVINE IN THE POETRY OF DONNE, SPAAR, AND SZYBIST  



Over	  the	  past	  few	  weeks	  I’ve	  been	  working	  in	  the	  garage	  next	  to	  our	  little	  two-‐

bedroom	  house—more	  of	  a	  shack,	  really,	  with	  walls	  that	  lean	  a	  little	  west,	  thanks	  to	  

Texas	  soil	  that	  expands	  and	  contracts	  like	  an	  accordion	  as	  it	  alternately	  soaks	  up	  sudden	  

rainwater	  then	  dries	  out.	  The	  garage	  bears	  the	  evidence	  of	  a	  co-‐habitant:	  little	  brown	  

cylindrical	  droppings.	  I’ve	  seen	  only	  glimpses	  of	  our	  fellow	  tenant	  in	  the	  garage—a	  brief	  

flash	  of	  a	  naked	  tail	  as	  it	  scoots	  away	  from	  the	  encroaching	  noise	  of	  my	  footsteps.	  Some	  

nights	  ago,	  because	  the	  garage	  door	  was	  open,	  I	  heard	  thunder	  somewhere	  in	  the	  

northern	  distances.	  Rat	  droppings	  and	  thunder—a	  disparate	  pair.	  Yet	  the	  two	  share	  

something	  in	  common:	  they	  are	  immediate,	  observable	  phenomena	  that	  speak	  of	  a	  

body	  that	  is	  elsewhere.	  

Not	  unlike	  the	  sensations	  that	  a	  person	  might	  experience	  when	  he	  or	  she	  

believes	  the	  presence	  of	  God	  is	  near:	  there	  is	  a	  sensate	  something	  felt	  in	  the	  proximity	  

of	  God,	  an	  experiential	  kind	  of	  touch	  that	  the	  person	  understands	  is	  but	  one	  small	  part	  

of	  an	  ultimately	  ungraspable,	  unknowable	  God.	  Whether	  these	  sensations	  are	  

authentic,	  or	  stray	  neurons	  firing	  or	  the	  result	  of	  fasting	  or	  peyote	  or	  some	  other	  

substance	  will	  never	  be	  known	  for	  sure,	  and	  this	  is	  probably	  why	  many	  contemporary	  

Western	  writers,	  even	  believers,	  tend	  to	  shy	  away	  from	  describing	  encounters	  with	  God.	  

One	  way	  we	  encounter	  God	  is	  through	  the	  words	  of	  Christ,	  according	  to	  one	  

strand	  of	  thought	  within	  Christian	  apologetics,	  which	  centers	  an	  objective	  theology	  

upon	  the	  divinity	  of	  Christ:	  the	  Word	  was	  made	  Flesh,	  and	  since	  the	  Word	  was	  God,	  and	  
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with	  God,	  to	  loosely	  quote	  the	  Gospel	  of	  John,	  the	  words	  of	  Christ	  are	  objective	  truth.	  

Hence,	  an	  intact	  self	  seeking	  God	  may	  find	  Him	  in	  the	  words	  of	  Christ	  (as	  set	  down	  by	  

the	  Biblical	  Gospels)—and	  an	  objective	  theology	  imagines	  its	  object	  as	  unchanging.	  To	  

read	  the	  parables	  of	  Christ,	  then,	  is	  to	  hear	  from	  the	  mind	  of	  God.	  Auden	  agreed,	  and	  

believed	  that,	  unlike	  a	  novel	  or	  drama,	  in	  order	  to	  understand	  a	  parable,	  a	  reader	  must	  

give	  up	  any	  claim	  to	  objectivity	  in	  order	  to	  relate	  to	  what	  has	  been	  read.	  (Auden	  160)	  In	  

other	  words,	  a	  critic	  may	  expound	  upon	  themes	  or	  elements	  and	  thus	  enlarge	  a	  novel	  or	  

drama	  for	  a	  reader,	  but	  when	  he	  or	  she	  attempts	  to	  explain	  a	  parable,	  the	  only	  thing	  

that	  has	  been	  revealed	  is	  the	  critic’s	  singular	  reading	  of	  the	  parable.	  The	  very	  nature	  of	  

the	  parable—its	  riddling	  structure,	  its	  malleable,	  situational	  didacticism—means	  a	  critic	  

is	  unable	  to	  unpack	  all	  the	  possible	  meanings.	  	  	  

Despite	  Auden’s	  efforts	  to	  suggest	  parables	  are	  more	  enigmatic	  than	  poems,	  a	  

poem,	  like	  a	  parable,	  inevitably	  keeps	  some	  sense	  of	  its	  mystery	  shrouded	  from	  the	  

reader.	  	  When	  I	  was	  an	  MFA	  student,	  my	  workshop	  had	  a	  long	  discussion	  over	  email	  on	  

the	  values,	  and	  shortcomings,	  of	  opacity	  and	  clarity.	  If	  one	  constructs	  a	  spectrum	  out	  of	  

those	  two	  values,	  and	  puts	  them	  at	  opposite	  ends,	  there	  are	  a	  tremendous	  number	  of	  

poems	  that,	  like	  parables,	  find	  themselves	  on	  the	  opaque	  end	  of	  that	  spectrum,	  for	  a	  

long	  list	  of	  reasons—the	  speaker’s	  identity	  is	  unknown	  or	  shifting,	  the	  geography	  is	  

unclear,	  multiple	  languages	  or	  dialects,	  symbolism,	  figurative	  language,	  etc.	  So	  while	  

Christ	  may	  have	  spoken	  in	  narrative	  prose,	  the	  unexpected	  revelation	  (or	  surprising	  

moral	  truth),	  the	  paradoxes	  employed,	  and	  the	  ambiguity	  at	  the	  heart	  of	  the	  parable	  are	  
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experienced	  in	  many	  poems	  as	  well,	  particularly	  poetry	  that	  describes	  an	  erotic	  

encounter	  with	  God.	  

One	  other	  quality	  they	  share—that	  is,	  parables	  and	  poems	  that	  describe	  such	  a	  

communion	  with	  God—is	  the	  loss	  of	  objectivity	  in	  the	  encounter.	  The	  nature	  of	  both	  

describe	  a	  radical	  subjectivity,	  one	  that	  is	  incompatible	  with	  a	  theology	  concerned	  with	  

the	  objective.	  A	  poem	  that	  describes	  meeting	  God,	  using	  erotic	  metaphors,	  both	  

necessarily	  describes	  a	  subjective	  experience—what	  is	  more	  personal	  than	  the	  erotic?—	  

and	  departs	  from	  scriptural	  descriptions	  of	  divine	  meetings,	  and	  so	  is	  not	  only	  a	  place	  

that	  depends	  upon	  the	  erotic	  for	  its	  central	  metaphor,	  not	  only	  a	  place	  in	  which	  spirit	  

and	  flesh	  meet,	  it	  is	  also	  a	  place	  of	  heresy.	  

In	  this	  paper,	  I	  explore	  the	  differences	  between	  17th	  century	  poems	  that	  

encounter	  the	  divine	  within	  an	  erotic	  sphere,	  as	  emblematized	  in	  John	  Donne’s	  poetry,	  

and	  a	  selection	  of	  poems	  that	  relate	  similar	  meetings,	  from	  two	  contemporary	  American	  

poets:	  Lisa	  Russ	  Spaar	  and	  Mary	  Szybist.	  I	  examine	  both	  Donne’s	  and	  the	  contemporary	  

poets’	  poems	  through	  the	  lens	  of	  a	  relational	  theological	  anthropology,	  a	  term	  and	  

concept	  I	  borrow	  from	  Edward	  Russell—	  in	  which	  “the	  self	  is	  constructed	  primarily	  in	  

relational	  categories—the	  person’s	  relation	  to	  God,	  others,	  self,	  and	  the	  world”	  (Russell	  

169).	  	  I	  argue	  that,	  whereas	  Donne	  is	  speaking	  to	  the	  Christian	  triune	  God—a	  relational	  

God,	  the	  concept	  of	  whom	  is	  informed	  by	  years	  of	  scriptural	  study—these	  

contemporary	  poets	  are	  writing	  without	  a	  comprehensive	  theology,	  that	  is,	  without	  a	  

heavy	  emphasis	  on	  the	  roles	  of	  catechism,	  Scripture,	  and	  church.	  They	  may	  not	  even	  be	  

believers,	  and	  as	  twentieth-‐	  and	  twenty-‐first	  century	  poets,	  they	  share	  a	  worldview	  and	  
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a	  belief	  system	  shaped	  by	  Copernicus,	  Darwin,	  Einstein,	  and	  Freud.	  Nevertheless,	  in	  the	  

absence	  of	  a	  singular,	  stable,	  shared	  system	  of	  belief,	  they	  operate	  within	  a	  similar	  

theological	  framework	  as	  Donne,	  addressing	  or	  encountering	  a	  God	  that	  may	  be	  

experienced	  on	  some	  level.	  	  I’m	  going	  to	  detail	  an	  important	  difference	  between	  these	  

encounters,	  however:	  whereas	  Donne	  seeks	  to	  transcend	  the	  body	  through	  the	  body,	  

and	  experience	  some	  small	  part	  of	  an	  ultimately	  unknowable	  God,	  his	  God	  is	  still	  the	  

God	  of	  Scripture—the	  triune	  God	  of	  the	  Anglican	  church.	  One	  of	  his	  rhetorical	  tools	  

reflects	  that—the	  paradox.	  He	  uses	  paradoxes	  in	  a	  double	  fashion,	  in	  order	  to	  reflect	  a	  

paradoxical	  being—three	  persons	  in	  one	  person,	  one	  in	  three—and	  in	  order	  to	  enact	  the	  

paradox	  of	  erotic	  coupling	  itself.	  	  

In	  contrast	  with	  the	  contemporary	  poets,	  there	  is	  no	  ambivalence	  towards	  God	  

in	  Donne’s	  address.	  In	  “The	  Vision	  of	  Eros”,	  an	  essay	  collected	  in	  The	  Poets’	  Dante,	  

Auden	  sets	  out	  three	  characteristics	  in	  Dante’s	  vision	  of	  Eros:	  that	  the	  experience	  is	  a	  

genuine	  one,	  that	  the	  encounter	  is	  a	  revelatory	  love	  whereby	  the	  sexual	  encounter	  is	  

ultimately	  transcended	  beyond	  the	  body,	  and	  that	  this	  communion	  with	  God’s	  glory	  as	  

revealed	  in	  a	  lesser	  being	  will	  leave	  a	  person	  unsatisfied	  with	  anything	  else	  on	  earth.	  	  

Donne’s	  experiential	  encounter	  meets	  each	  of	  these	  three	  characteristics,	  and	  Auden’s	  

description	  provides	  another	  way	  to	  differentiate	  between	  Donne’s	  experience	  and	  that	  

of	  Spaar	  and	  Szybist.	  Whereas	  Donne	  will	  be	  fulfilled,	  even	  subsumed,	  by	  his	  encounter,	  

each	  of	  the	  meetings	  the	  contemporary	  poets	  describe	  exacts	  a	  price,	  physically	  or	  

psychically,	  on	  the	  part	  of	  the	  human.	  Although	  there	  is	  a	  possibility	  of	  transcendence	  

mentioned	  or	  implied,	  they	  are	  dubious	  at	  the	  same	  time	  towards	  divine	  actions.	  It’s	  
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this	  ambivalence	  that	  is	  the	  most	  profound	  between	  Donne	  and	  these	  latter	  day	  poets,	  

and	  after	  examining	  Donne’s	  Holy	  Sonnet	  XIV,	  I’ll	  close-‐read	  poems	  by	  the	  

contemporary	  poets	  in	  order	  to	  show	  this	  difference.	  	  

*	   *	   *	  

Batter	  my	  heart,	  three-‐person’d	  God	  

Batter	  my	  heart,	  three-‐person'd	  God,	  for	  you	  	  
As	  yet	  but	  knock,	  breathe,	  shine,	  and	  seek	  to	  mend;	  
That	  I	  may	  rise	  and	  stand,	  o'erthrow	  me,	  and	  bend	  	  
Your	  force	  to	  break,	  blow,	  burn,	  and	  make	  me	  new.	  	  
I,	  like	  an	  usurp'd	  town	  to	  another	  due,	  	  
Labor	  to	  admit	  you,	  but	  oh,	  to	  no	  end;	  	  
Reason,	  your	  viceroy	  in	  me,	  me	  should	  defend,	  	  
But	  is	  captiv'd,	  and	  proves	  weak	  or	  untrue.	  	  
Yet	  dearly	  I	  love	  you,	  and	  would	  be	  lov'd	  fain,	  	  
But	  am	  betroth'd	  unto	  your	  enemy;	  	  
Divorce	  me,	  untie	  or	  break	  that	  knot	  again,	  	  
Take	  me	  to	  you,	  imprison	  me,	  for	  I,	  	  
Except	  you	  enthrall	  me,	  never	  shall	  be	  free,	  	  

Nor	  ever	  chaste,	  except	  you	  ravish	  me.	  

Donne	  is	  no	  stranger	  to	  describing	  or	  implying	  erotic	  relations	  in	  his	  poems.	  

Several	  of	  his	  poems	  that	  utilize	  diction	  with	  sexual	  connotation,	  addressed	  to	  his	  lover	  

For	  example,	  “To	  His	  Mistress	  Going	  to	  Bed”	  urges	  the	  speaker’s	  lover	  to	  disrobe,	  in	  a	  
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shockingly	  bald	  and	  direct	  manner:	  “Off	  with	  that	  girdle…Unlace	  yourself…”	  These	  

instructions	  are	  repeated	  throughout	  the	  poem	  (“Off	  with	  the	  happy	  busk…Off	  with	  that	  

wiry	  coronet…Now	  off	  with	  those	  shoes…”),	  in	  an	  imperative	  voice	  that	  assumes	  the	  

agency	  of	  the	  moment,	  a	  commanding	  voice	  whose	  authority	  is	  underscored	  by	  his	  use	  

of	  metaphors	  like	  “Empire”	  and	  “new	  found	  land”,	  and	  hence	  the	  agency	  of	  the	  

lovemaking,	  which	  also	  offers	  a	  number	  of	  double	  entendres	  as	  well	  (e.g.	  “upright	  

flesh”).	  Yet	  alongside	  the	  ribald	  jokes,	  there	  is	  language	  that	  both	  emulates	  and	  

approximates	  that	  of	  the	  sacred	  realm.	  For	  example,	  using	  a	  paradox	  like	  “To	  enter	  in	  

these	  bonds	  is	  to	  be	  free…”	  simultaneously	  evokes	  the	  paradox	  at	  the	  heart	  of	  the	  

Christian’s	  relationship	  with	  God—a	  bipartite	  entity,	  of	  body	  and	  invisible	  soul,	  

indivisible	  until	  death,	  seeking	  an	  invisible,	  indivisible	  tripartite	  entity	  (one	  of	  which	  is	  

also	  comprised	  of	  flesh)—while	  also	  alluding	  to	  a	  number	  of	  instances	  in	  the	  New	  

Testament	  in	  which	  sin	  is	  described	  as	  shackles	  or	  bonds,	  and	  Christ	  as	  the	  one	  who	  sets	  

the	  sinner	  free.	  	  	  

In	  Sonnet	  XVIII	  Donne	  borrows	  Christ’s	  own	  metaphor,	  in	  which	  he	  calls	  Christ	  

the	  spouse	  of	  the	  church,	  but	  then	  turns	  the	  Biblical	  relationship	  into	  a	  personal	  

relationship,	  in	  line	  twelve:	  “And	  let	  mine	  amorous	  soul	  court	  thy	  mild	  dove,”	  a	  

metaphor	  for	  the	  immanent	  Holy	  Spirit.	  His	  tone,	  and	  his	  language,	  is	  more	  ardent,	  and	  

more	  explicit,	  in	  Sonnet	  XIV.	  The	  poem	  begins	  with	  apostrophe,	  a	  direct	  address	  to	  a	  

“three-‐person’d	  God”;	  the	  God	  of	  Scripture,	  yet	  there	  are	  no	  other	  Scriptural	  allusions.	  

This	  is	  an	  active	  God,	  a	  relational	  God,	  who	  moves	  in	  the	  world	  and	  moves	  in	  and	  

through	  believers.	  The	  agency,	  and	  the	  authority,	  of	  the	  speaker	  in	  “To	  His	  Mistress”	  is	  
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gone.	  The	  speaker	  of	  the	  poem	  appears	  completely	  passive,	  and	  can	  do	  nothing	  but	  

plead	  with	  God	  to	  intervene.	  The	  diction	  is	  terrifyingly	  violent—“batter	  my	  heart…break,	  

blow,	  burn…”,	  and	  the	  violence	  then	  turns	  erotic—not	  just	  the	  mention	  of	  “ravish,”	  in	  

the	  last	  line,	  which	  follows	  “chaste”,	  but	  Donne	  even	  manages	  to	  use	  a	  linebreak	  to	  

amplify	  the	  innuendo	  of	  the	  third	  line:	  “…o’erthrow	  me,	  and	  bend	  /	  Your	  force,	  to	  break,	  

blow,	  burn…”	  The	  reader	  expects	  the	  object	  of	  the	  previous	  clause,	  the	  “me”,	  to	  be	  the	  

object	  of	  the	  following	  clause	  as	  well—someone	  who	  will	  be	  knocked	  down	  and	  bent	  

over	  by	  God,	  a	  rhetorical	  displacement	  of	  the	  individual	  by	  God.	  	  

The	  paradox	  here	  is	  that,	  in	  spite	  of	  the	  deference	  paid	  to	  Scripture	  and	  

catechism,	  the	  erotic	  relations	  suggest	  a	  fulfillment	  of	  self	  in	  the	  encounter	  with	  the	  

other.	  Andrea	  Hollingsworth	  argues	  that	  in	  this	  experience,	  the	  negations	  are	  as	  

revelatory	  as	  the	  possible	  fulfillments:	  	  

Through	  a	  subtle	  interplay	  of	  form	  and	  content,	  both	  the	  possibility	  and	  the	  

impossibility	  of	  knowing	  fully	  (and	  being	  fully	  known	  by)	  the	  beloved	  are	  

attested	  to	  in	  the	  poem,	  and	  both	  are	  tied	  in	  an	  indirect	  way	  to	  the	  experience	  of	  

desiring	  God’s	  eternal,	  inescapable,	  sustaining	  presence—itself	  a	  longing	  imbued	  

with	  ambiguity.	  In	  Donne’s	  poem,	  the	  negations	  inherent	  in	  erotic	  relating	  

become	  as	  revelatory	  as	  the	  unifying,	  positive	  dimension	  of	  it.	  A	  tension	  is	  thus	  

created	  between	  fear	  and	  desire	  that	  becomes	  ingredient	  to	  the	  way	  in	  which	  

the	  experience	  of	  God	  is	  named.”	  (81)	  

These	  negative	  spaces	  create	  the	  opportunity	  for	  the	  self	  to	  be	  “made	  new”,	  as	  Donne	  

puts	  it	  in	  line	  four,	  a	  fulfillment	  in	  spite	  of	  and	  in	  light	  of	  self-‐negation.	  Beyond	  the	  
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negation	  of	  the	  erotic	  relation—wherein	  the	  self	  is	  subsumed	  within	  the	  other,	  and	  

within	  the	  act	  itself—other	  negations	  figure	  similarly	  as	  the	  grounds	  for	  new	  

commitments.	  One,	  ironically,	  is	  the	  erotic	  act	  itself—except	  for	  these	  relations	  with	  

God,	  every	  other	  act	  is	  chaste.	  At	  the	  beginning,	  the	  speaker	  begs	  God	  to	  “batter”	  his	  

heart,	  or	  open	  it,	  which	  is	  a	  negative	  space,	  but	  one	  which	  might	  be	  filled	  by	  an	  

immanent	  Holy	  Spirit.	  The	  self	  is	  an	  “usurped	  town,”	  one	  that	  has	  been	  invaded	  and	  

taken	  over—no	  longer	  his	  own,	  but	  this	  establishes	  a	  zone	  for	  new	  government,	  and	  in	  

Scriptures,	  new	  land	  speaks	  to	  Canaan	  in	  the	  Old	  Testament,	  and	  heaven	  in	  the	  New	  

Testament.	  The	  divorce	  is	  another	  negation—a	  sin,	  according	  to	  Catholic	  theology,	  and	  

one	  that	  barred	  a	  Catholic	  from	  communion.	  The	  note	  of	  transgression	  gives	  the	  poem	  a	  

boldly	  individual	  style,	  and	  may	  allude	  to	  Donne’s	  divorce	  from	  Catholicism	  and	  

subsequent	  remarriage	  to	  Anglicanism.	  And,	  finally,	  as	  Hollingsworth	  notes,	  longing	  

itself	  is	  a	  negation,	  since	  the	  person	  who	  is	  longing	  is	  admitting	  to	  being	  incomplete.	  

These	  negations	  speak	  not	  to	  a	  final	  fulfillment—one	  that	  is,	  for	  a	  Christian,	  the	  

Resurrection—since	  the	  speaker	  is	  framing	  this	  relation	  erotically,	  this	  coupling	  suggests	  

an	  ongoing	  series	  of	  ministrations,	  not	  a	  continuing	  ecstasy,	  but	  rather	  a	  tidal	  sequence,	  

where	  God	  withdraws	  and	  returns,	  a	  series	  of	  unmediated	  encounters	  that	  exist	  outside	  

the	  church,	  outside	  of	  any	  other	  possible	  intercessor.	  	  

Beyond	  the	  revelations	  that	  accompany	  those	  negations,	  Donne	  also	  

demonstrates	  that	  counterintuitive	  statements	  further	  our	  understanding	  of	  the	  

mystery	  of	  relating	  with	  God.	  The	  poem	  is	  bookended	  by	  paradoxes.	  The	  speaker	  must	  

be	  knocked	  down	  so	  that	  he	  might	  stand,	  freed	  so	  that	  he	  may	  be	  imprisoned,	  burned	  
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up	  so	  that	  he	  might	  be	  made	  new,	  allowed	  to	  be	  divorced	  so	  that	  he	  might	  be	  married—

an	  impossibility,	  since	  there	  were	  no	  second	  marriages.	  God	  is	  here	  and	  not	  here.	  The	  

speaker	  asks	  God	  to	  “enthral”	  him—the	  word’s	  etymological	  history	  goes	  back	  to	  

Middle	  English,	  and	  originally	  meant	  “enslave”—so	  that	  he	  might	  be	  free.	  “Ravish”	  

him—so	  that	  he	  might	  be	  chaste.	  	  His	  mind,	  and	  his	  heart,	  are	  pleading	  to	  God,	  and	  yet	  

it’s	  Reason	  that	  is	  “weak	  and	  untrue…”	  He	  loves	  God,	  yet	  has	  been	  betrothed	  to	  the	  

enemy.	  Eros	  has	  opened	  these	  paradoxes,	  an	  eros	  that	  thrives	  on	  both	  the	  distance	  

between	  them	  and	  the	  sensation	  of	  connection.	  Hollingsworth	  argues	  that	  “eros	  

becomes	  a	  space	  of	  deeply	  counterexperiential	  yet	  profoundly	  revelatory	  

impossibility…eros’s	  aporiae	  mediate	  the	  experience	  of	  the	  divine.”	  (81)	  Thus,	  the	  

experience,	  the	  paradoxes	  it	  opens,	  and	  the	  questions	  it	  begs,	  have	  become	  the	  central	  

authority	  in	  the	  experience,	  rather	  than	  outside	  witnesses	  or	  intermediaries.	  

Throughout	  the	  poem,	  however,	  the	  speaker	  never	  doubts	  God,	  or	  His	  existence,	  or	  that	  

He	  moves	  and	  acts	  upon	  the	  world	  and	  upon	  and	  through	  the	  human	  race,	  even	  

through	  the	  riddles	  and	  aporiae	  that	  the	  relation	  has	  opened.	  	  

*	   *	   *	  

St.	  Chardonnay	  
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I	  have	  two	  throats—felted	  
intervals.	  

Call	  me	  lonely.	  Anything	  
you	  like.	  

No	  gold	  quite	  breaks	  the	  dusk	  
to	  smithereens	  

like	  self-‐pity	  going	  down	  
easy.	  

Lest	  this	  be	  merely	  
a	  drunken	  poem,	  

let	  a	  mythic	  figure	  sidle	  in,	  
cosmic,	  

marigolds	  in	  the	  mouth	  
&	  magnificent.	  

Or	  worse,	  bring	  on	  her	  lesser	  
coz,	  Empowerment.	  Ha.	  

Two	  throats	  &	  each	  a	  sacred	  force.	  
But	  who	  would	  want	  	  

to	  talk	  about	  that.	  
To	  talk	  at	  all.	  

The	  same	  ardency	  Donne’s	  speaker	  expresses	  also	  flashes	  through	  many	  of	  Lisa	  

Russ	  Spaar’s	  poems.	  In	  her	  book	  Vanitas,	  Rough	  there	  are	  several	  direct	  addresses	  to	  

unseen	  saints	  of	  sometimes	  unknown	  identities.	  These	  are	  not	  saints	  of	  the	  Roman	  

Catholic	  tradition,	  however.	  “St	  Chardonnay”	  risks	  becoming	  more	  of	  a	  bacchanal	  than	  a	  

prayer,	  addressed	  as	  it	  to	  wine,	  and	  concerned	  with	  the	  anatomy	  and	  needs	  of	  the	  flesh:	  

“I	  have	  two	  throats—felted	  /	  intervals.”	  The	  poem	  then	  resists	  the	  purely	  earthly,	  
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however,	  when	  Spaar	  says	  that	  both	  of	  the	  throats	  are	  “each	  a	  sacred	  force.”	  The	  

throat,	  as	  the	  center	  of	  speech,	  suggests	  the	  origin	  of	  language	  as	  a	  sacred	  space.	  So	  too	  

lovemaking,	  and	  the	  need	  for	  lovemaking,	  creates	  a	  language	  unto	  itself,	  one	  that	  is	  

equated	  with	  the	  hunger	  for	  the	  divine,	  a	  lifelong	  urge	  compared,	  through	  the	  

connotation	  that	  springs	  from	  the	  title,	  to	  the	  devotion	  of	  a	  saint,	  usually	  one	  who	  

pursues	  God	  for	  the	  remainder	  of	  his	  or	  her	  post-‐conversion	  life.	  Both	  “throats”	  are	  tied	  

to	  need,	  to	  longing	  for	  another:	  “Call	  me	  lonely,	  anything	  /	  you	  like.”	  Yet	  here	  Spaar	  is	  

speaking	  of	  a	  transgressive	  act,	  that	  possibly	  exists	  beyond	  the	  bounds	  of	  matrimony,	  an	  

act	  that	  inverts	  one	  of	  the	  Pauline	  morals,	  the	  exhortation	  that	  drunkards	  will	  not	  enter	  

the	  kingdom	  of	  heaven.	  The	  mythic	  figure	  who	  “sidles	  in”	  is	  the	  saint	  visiting,	  who	  will	  

preside	  over—and	  by	  being	  consumed	  by	  the	  participants,	  partake	  in—the	  erotic	  

coupling	  to	  follow,	  when	  the	  “talk”	  ceases.	  In	  fact,	  it	  might	  be	  a	  triply	  transgressive	  act—	  

the	  moral	  inversions	  of	  drunkenness	  and	  extramarital	  sexual	  relations,	  and	  the	  creation	  

of	  the	  saint,	  by	  Spaar.	  The	  saint,	  in	  the	  Roman	  Catholic	  tradition,	  is	  an	  intermediary	  

between	  humanity	  and	  God,	  but	  only	  if	  the	  saint	  is	  an	  “official”	  one,	  that	  is,	  meeting	  all	  

the	  criteria	  set	  out	  by	  the	  Roman	  Catholic	  church.	  Spaar	  has	  created	  an	  alternate	  saint,	  a	  

saint	  who,	  one	  might	  assume,	  is	  at	  least	  partially	  made	  out	  of	  one	  of	  the	  elements	  of	  the	  

Lord’s	  Supper—and	  consumed,	  of	  course,	  in	  the	  same	  way	  as	  Communion	  wine,	  a	  final	  

heresy.	  The	  vision,	  and	  the	  visitation,	  in	  the	  poem	  is	  enough	  for	  the	  speaker	  to	  

transcend	  the	  lonely	  dusk	  in	  which	  the	  speaker	  finds	  herself,	  a	  dusk	  in	  which	  language	  

falls	  away	  during	  the	  erotic	  encounter.	  The	  saint’s	  visitation	  also	  contrasts	  sharply	  with	  
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an	  alternate	  embodiment	  of	  possible	  fulfillment,	  “Empowerment,”	  who	  is	  immediately	  

dismissed	  with	  a	  “Ha”	  from	  the	  speaker.	  	  

Spaar	  employs	  a	  diction	  that	  oscillates	  between	  the	  off-‐hand	  and	  the	  literary,	  

even	  the	  arcane	  (“ice-‐felled	  limbs”,	  “copper	  light”,	  “bissal	  threads,”	  “sepia-‐whetted	  lilac	  

smoke”	  from	  several	  different	  poems).	  The	  effect	  of	  her	  complex	  diction	  is	  akin	  to	  that	  

of	  medication	  upon	  the	  enigmatic.	  It	  also	  forces	  a	  reader	  to	  slow	  down,	  to	  spend	  more	  

time	  on	  the	  unusual	  words.	  A	  poet	  requires	  unusual	  words	  to	  describe	  an	  arena	  that	  

many	  would	  be	  unfamiliar	  with,	  and	  those	  who	  are	  familiar	  with	  the	  spiritual	  might	  

need	  to	  become	  estranged	  from	  their	  familiarity,	  from	  a	  world	  that	  might	  only	  exist	  as	  

Sunday	  rituals.	  A	  couple	  of	  weeks	  ago	  I	  was	  reading	  an	  article	  about	  the	  death	  of	  a	  

demolition	  derby	  driver,	  and	  buried	  in	  the	  article	  was	  a	  revealing	  tidbit	  about	  how	  

thoughtful	  this	  man	  was	  towards	  language—he	  had	  argued	  in	  the	  past	  that	  demolition	  

derby	  enthusiasts	  had	  effectively	  created	  their	  own	  language,	  out	  of	  need.	  Spaar	  has	  

done	  something	  similar—her	  unique	  diction	  is	  a	  necessary	  invention,	  since	  she	  has	  

created	  a	  new	  saint,	  and	  a	  new	  religious	  tradition,	  out	  of	  thin	  air.	  The	  diction	  is	  not	  just	  

a	  means	  of	  describing	  both	  the	  mystical	  and	  the	  erotic,	  it’s	  also	  a	  means	  of	  encountering	  

them.	  Spaar	  hopes	  that	  even	  her	  syntax	  might	  be	  capable	  of	  such	  a	  feat:	  “To	  abstract	  is	  

to	  surrender.	  /	  St.	  Hope.	  St.	  Story.	  Is	  syntax	  erotic?	  /	  If	  so,	  please.	  Please	  read.	  Here.”	  

Spaar’s	  pleading	  to	  saints	  of	  her	  own	  choosing—of	  her	  creation!—shows	  that	  need	  itself	  

is	  the	  mediating	  authority	  here.	  And	  her	  pleading	  to	  her	  readers,	  in	  turn,	  is	  an	  echo	  of	  

her	  call	  to	  both	  worlds,	  the	  spiritual	  and	  the	  erotic.	  In	  a	  post-‐Freudian	  world,	  Spaar’s	  

speakers	  are	  often	  self-‐reflexive,	  and	  show	  both	  awareness	  of	  their	  desires,	  and	  at	  the	  
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same	  time	  an	  awareness	  that	  their	  knowledge	  will	  always	  be	  incomplete—that	  they	  

don’t	  always	  know	  what	  they	  need	  to	  ask	  for.	  	  

The	  self-‐reflexive	  admission	  of	  ignorance	  creates	  an	  ongoing	  tension,	  an	  agnostic	  

one	  not	  found	  in	  Donne,	  shown	  through	  Spaar’s	  many	  asides,	  metapoetic	  moments,	  and	  

direct	  addresses	  to	  her	  readers.	  In	  “After	  John	  Donne’s	  ‘To	  His	  Mistress	  Going	  to	  Bed’”	  

she	  actually	  responds	  to	  Donne,	  in	  which	  an	  unnamed	  female	  “too	  often	  /	  inside	  &	  now	  

beside	  herself	  with	  thoughts	  /	  of	  you	  wonders	  how	  she	  might	  woo…”	  So	  too	  Spaar’s	  

speaker,	  as	  female,	  insists	  upon	  her	  own	  authority.	  Her	  speaker	  is	  “marvelous	  /	  with	  

waiting”.	  One	  does	  not	  find	  Donne’s	  colonial	  or	  political	  metaphors	  in	  Spaar’s	  poems.	  	  

There	  is	  no	  matrimonial	  language	  either—these	  erotic	  relations	  could	  certainly	  be	  

extramarital,	  and	  to	  write	  of	  them	  is	  another	  departure	  from	  traditional	  Christian	  morals	  

and	  theology.	  And	  although	  Donne	  rarely	  made	  denominational	  references,	  Spaar	  

writes	  often	  of	  a	  variety	  of	  Christian	  traditions,	  ranging	  from	  the	  Catholic	  to	  the	  

Pentecostal,	  which	  allows	  her	  a	  richer,	  more	  diverse	  range	  of	  spiritual	  matters	  to	  

explore.	  For	  example,	  within	  the	  space	  of	  a	  few	  poems	  in	  Satin	  Cash,	  she	  goes	  from	  

writing	  of	  and	  to	  a	  saint,	  a	  Catholic	  tradition,	  to	  comparing	  the	  breathless	  rush	  of	  a	  full-‐

body	  immersion	  baptism	  to	  sex	  in	  “Baptismal”	  in	  frank	  language	  (“…you	  sunk	  deeply	  /	  

inside	  gasping,	  I	  saw	  respiring	  /	  stars,	  the	  blue	  dormitory	  /	  of	  heaven…”),	  a	  Baptist	  

tradition	  (Catholics	  baptize	  their	  infants),	  to	  a	  poem	  in	  which	  she	  can	  envision	  her	  and	  

her	  lover	  as	  prehistoric	  paintings,	  “naked	  in	  blue	  gaze,”	  an	  image	  out	  of	  archaeology	  and	  

certainly	  outside	  a	  Christian	  tradition,	  and	  hence	  allowing	  her	  a	  knowledge,	  a	  belief	  
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system,	  and	  a	  moral	  system,	  that	  both	  includes	  and	  transcends	  the	  Christian	  tradition,	  

yet	  one	  that	  is	  perhaps	  the	  ultimate	  subjective	  theology.	  

*	   *	   *	  

Annunciation	  as	  Right	  Whale	  with	  Kelp	  Gulls	  
-‐-‐The	  gulls	  have	  learned	  to	  feed	  on	  the	  whales…the	  
proportion	  of	  whales	  attacked	  annually	  has	  soared	  
from	  1%	  in	  1974	  to	  78%	  today.	  –BBC	  News	  

I	  tell	  you	  I	  have	  seen	  them	  in	  their	  glee	  
diving	  fast	  into	  the	  sureness	  of	  her	  flesh,	  
fast	  into	  the	  softness	  of	  

her	  wounds—have	  seen	  them	  

peel	  her,	  have	  seen	  them	  give	  themselves	  

full	  to	  the	  effort	  and	  the	  
lull	  of	  it—	  

Why	  wouldn’t	  such	  sweetness	  
be	  for	  them?	  	  

For	  they	  outnumber	  her.	  	  

For	  she	  is	  tender,	  pockmarked,	  full	  
of	  openness.	  For	  they	  swoop	  down	  on	  her	  

wherever	  she	  surfaces.	  For	  they	  
eat	  her	  alive.	  For	  they	  take	  mercy	  on	  others	  and	  show	  them	  the	  way.	  	  

At	  high	  tide,	  more	  gulls	  lift	  from	  the	  mussel	  beds	  and	  soar	  toward	  her.	  

For	  they	  do	  sit	  and	  eat,	  sit	  and	  eat	  
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a	  sweetness	  prepared	  for	  them	  

until	  she	  disappears	  again	  into	  the	  water.	  

In	  “Annunciation	  as	  Right	  Whale	  with	  Kelp	  Gulls”	  both	  God	  and	  speaker	  

transgress.	  The	  title	  announces	  that	  the	  narrative	  is	  an	  allegory	  for	  the	  Annunciation	  

story,	  in	  which	  the	  Spirit	  descends	  to	  impregnate	  Mary	  with	  the	  Christ	  child,	  the	  

Immaculate	  Conception,	  but	  the	  imagery	  of	  birds	  descending	  down	  to	  the	  waters	  also	  

alludes	  to	  both	  the	  Genesis	  creation	  story,	  when	  the	  face	  of	  the	  Spirit	  was	  upon	  the	  

waters,	  and	  the	  dove	  that	  descended	  from	  heaven	  when	  Christ	  was	  baptized.	  The	  

allusions	  emphasize	  both	  the	  eternal	  nature	  of	  the	  Spirit	  and	  the	  provocative	  imbalance	  

between	  God	  and	  Mary—one	  eternal	  and	  omnipresent,	  and	  one	  temporal,	  in	  a	  body	  

that,	  as	  the	  Psalmist	  says,	  is	  like	  grass,	  a	  body	  that	  is	  frail,	  yet	  a	  body	  that	  will	  give	  birth	  

to	  One	  who	  will	  save	  the	  human	  race,	  and	  who	  will	  defeat	  death.	  This	  poem,	  however,	  

emphasizes	  the	  tearing	  of	  flesh,	  as	  seagulls	  have	  learned	  how	  to	  feed	  on	  the	  flesh	  of	  the	  

right	  whale,	  which	  evokes	  the	  inevitable	  pain	  of	  Mary.	  There	  is	  no	  mention	  of	  the	  glory	  

to	  come,	  or	  Mary’s	  song,	  or	  veneration	  across	  twenty	  centuries.	  No	  mention	  of	  

salvation,	  that	  is,	  the	  redemption	  of	  humanity,	  but	  rather,	  God’s	  need:	  the	  seagulls	  tear	  

into	  this	  flesh	  out	  of	  hunger.	  They	  are	  sustained	  by	  this	  flesh.	  Moreover,	  they	  take	  

pleasure	  in	  its	  sweetness.	  One	  of	  the	  transgressions,	  then,	  is	  God’s.	  God	  has	  violated	  the	  

body	  of	  a	  woman,	  and	  this	  allegory	  suggests	  that	  He	  was	  nourished	  by	  this	  encounter,	  

and	  nourished	  on	  more	  than	  one	  level—the	  stabbings	  of	  beaks	  into	  flesh	  carry	  erotic	  

connotations.	  These	  consumptions	  are	  a	  reversal	  of	  Donne’s	  dramatic	  situation,	  in	  
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which	  the	  speaker	  can	  only	  be	  satisfied	  by	  God.	  Here	  it	  is	  God	  who	  longs,	  who	  waits	  for	  

the	  flesh	  that	  is	  “prepared”	  for	  Him,	  and	  instead	  of	  fulfillment	  on	  the	  part	  of	  the	  human	  

body,	  there	  is	  pain,	  as	  presumed	  by	  the	  speaker,	  and	  scars	  left	  by	  the	  erotic	  relations.	  

Szybist	  departs	  from	  the	  traditional	  Christian	  figuration	  of	  God.	  He	  is	  not	  omnipresent,	  

and	  His	  power	  is	  limited:	  there	  are	  regions	  walled	  off	  to	  Him.	  In	  a	  final	  twist	  on	  the	  

Annunciation	  story,	  the	  body	  must	  move	  to	  Him	  before	  it	  is	  consumed—a	  body	  also	  

driven	  by	  need,	  but	  not	  by	  need	  of	  God.	  	  

These	  piercings	  also	  invert	  the	  Lord’s	  Supper.	  Here,	  rather	  than	  men	  and	  women	  

taking	  part	  of	  the	  body	  and	  blood	  of	  Christ,	  the	  poem	  has	  a	  Communion	  in	  which	  God	  

consumes	  mortal	  flesh.	  So	  in	  addition	  to	  God’s	  transgression,	  Szybist	  also	  transgresses,	  

by	  subtly	  inverting	  the	  Lord’s	  Supper,	  and	  by	  adding	  an	  Annunciation	  story	  to	  Scripture.	  

Szybist	  opens	  a	  new	  vein	  of	  Annunciation	  stories	  that	  veer	  from	  the	  capillaries	  of	  

Scripture,	  a	  move	  that	  reminds	  me	  of	  Spaar’s	  invention	  of	  new	  holy	  saints.	  Unlike	  

Spaar’s	  self-‐possessed,	  active	  female	  speakers,	  however,	  Szybist’s	  speaker	  is	  a	  helpless	  

bystander,	  someone	  who	  can	  only	  watch	  from	  afar.	  Even	  as	  a	  direct	  witness,	  her	  

speaker	  sounds	  like	  she	  expects	  to	  be	  doubted,	  as	  both	  anaphoric	  and	  epistrophic	  

repetition	  suggest:	  “I	  tell	  you	  I	  have	  seen	  them…”	  “I	  tell	  you…”	  this	  witness	  pleads,	  

follows	  with:	  “have	  seen	  them…have	  seen	  them…have	  seen	  them.”	  The	  helplessness	  of	  

this	  bystander,	  and	  her	  doubt	  that	  she	  will	  be	  believed,	  is	  reminiscent	  of	  the	  

ambivalence	  of	  many	  twenty-‐first	  century	  believers,	  who	  are	  helplessly	  torn	  between	  

belief	  in	  God	  and	  doubt,	  and	  who	  feel	  an	  inability	  to	  take	  part	  in	  a	  divine	  encounter.	  This	  

speaker’s	  apparent	  disbelief,	  however,	  is	  both	  underscored	  and	  driven	  away	  by	  these	  
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repetitions,	  and	  as	  her	  witness	  continues,	  there	  are	  a	  number	  of	  words	  that	  rhyme	  with	  

“her”,	  as	  if	  the	  rhymes	  were	  encircling	  this	  “her”:	  “for”,	  “outnumber”,	  “tender”,	  

“wherever”,	  “others”,	  “more”,	  “soar”,	  “water”.	  The	  music	  swells	  as	  the	  speaker’s	  doubt	  

gives	  way	  to	  awe.	  The	  repetition	  and	  the	  rhymes,	  and	  the	  subtler	  music	  of	  assonance	  

(mainly	  consisting	  of	  longer,	  lower	  vowel	  sounds),	  is	  the	  music	  of	  doubt	  meeting	  

witness.	  	  

God	  does	  not	  only	  consume	  in	  this	  narrative,	  however,	  but	  also	  gives	  and	  guides:	  

“For	  they	  /	  eat	  her	  alive.	  For	  they	  take	  mercy	  on	  others	  and	  show	  them	  the	  way.”	  The	  

gulls,	  this	  multi-‐personed	  God,	  tear	  at	  the	  flesh	  of	  the	  whale	  in	  one	  line,	  and	  in	  the	  next,	  

they	  offer	  mercy	  and	  guidance.	  These	  actions	  complicate	  the	  speaker’s	  feelings	  towards	  

God.	  God	  depends	  upon	  mortal	  flesh	  to	  survive	  in	  this	  poem	  to	  survive,	  as	  God	  needed	  

Mary	  for	  Christ	  to	  be	  born,	  yet	  the	  fact	  that	  these	  gulls	  have	  shown	  mercy	  and	  guidance	  

also	  speaks	  to	  the	  grace	  of	  God.	  This	  allegory	  evokes	  the	  speaker’s	  ambivalence	  towards	  

the	  Annunciation,	  someone	  who	  both	  longs	  for	  such	  a	  miraculous	  encounter	  and	  cannot	  

bring	  herself	  to	  believe	  that	  the	  miracle	  happened—an	  ambivalence	  shared	  by	  many	  in	  

the	  twentieth-‐first	  century.	  The	  speaker	  is	  both	  skeptical	  of	  authority—this	  is	  an	  

encounter	  unmediated	  by	  Scripture	  or	  by	  church	  authorities—and,	  at	  least	  initially,	  her	  

own	  senses,	  a	  self-‐reflexive	  stance	  also	  shared	  by	  many	  believers	  today.	  	  

*	   *	   *	  
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Donne	  transgresses	  by	  longing	  for	  an	  erotic	  encounter	  with	  God:	  his	  plea	  goes	  

well	  beyond	  the	  boundaries	  of	  Scriptural	  descriptions	  of	  humans	  meeting	  God.	  The	  God	  

to	  whom	  he	  pleads	  is	  the	  triune	  God	  of	  the	  Anglican	  church,	  but	  his	  theology	  is	  a	  

relational	  one,	  in	  which	  an	  encounter	  with	  God	  is	  the	  most	  important	  part	  of	  a	  

Christian’s	  life.	  His	  speaker	  only	  doubts	  himself,	  and	  his	  own	  faculties,	  but	  never	  doubts	  

the	  existence	  or	  faithfulness	  of	  God.	  Donne’s	  speaker	  seeks	  an	  individual	  fulfillment	  in	  

which	  the	  individual	  is	  annihilated	  within	  the	  erotic	  act.	  Spaar	  and	  Szybist,	  in	  contrast,	  

transgress	  by	  creating	  new	  saints	  and	  scriptures,	  respectively,	  creations	  that	  arise	  out	  of	  

Christian	  traditions	  and	  Scriptures,	  and	  yet	  depart	  from	  them	  in	  heretical	  ways,	  even	  

idolatrous	  ways,	  such	  as	  inverting	  traditional	  morals,	  as	  in	  Spaar’s	  case,	  or	  depicting	  God	  

in	  a	  completely	  new	  way,	  as	  in	  Szybist’s,	  who	  constructs	  an	  Annunciation	  narrative	  out	  

of	  gulls	  feeding	  upon	  a	  right	  whale—a	  metaphor	  that	  damns	  the	  actions	  of	  the	  Spirit	  as	  

predatory,	  certainly	  a	  blasphemy,	  according	  to	  the	  Scriptures.	  	  

Is	  it	  possible	  to	  write	  poems	  that,	  like	  Donne’s,	  embrace	  a	  traditional	  theology	  

and	  figuration	  of	  God,	  in	  the	  twenty-‐first	  century?	  Poets	  have	  become	  wary	  of	  poetry	  

that	  excludes	  groups	  of	  the	  population,	  and	  nothing	  is	  more	  exclusionary	  than	  an	  

encounter	  with	  God.	  A	  poetry	  like	  Donne’s	  runs	  many	  of	  the	  same	  risks	  as	  political	  

poetry—that	  is,	  the	  poetry	  can	  become	  preachy	  or	  overly	  didactic,	  and	  the	  writer	  who	  is	  

working	  out	  of	  dogmatic	  beliefs	  can	  fail	  to	  surprise	  himself	  or	  herself,	  and	  so	  fail	  to	  

surprise	  the	  reader.	  This	  poetry	  even	  risks	  a	  kind	  of	  sentimentality,	  in	  that	  it	  might	  fail	  to	  

earn	  the	  devotional	  or	  reverent	  sentiment	  it	  strives	  for,	  because	  it	  uses	  tired	  language	  
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or	  clichés,	  or	  assumes	  the	  sympathy	  of	  its	  reader,	  and	  so	  ends	  up	  like	  a	  Hallmark	  card,	  or	  

more	  accurately,	  like	  a	  religious	  pamphlet,	  to	  be	  passed	  out	  at	  airports	  and	  fairs.	  A	  

poetry	  akin	  to	  Donne’s	  might	  become	  bogged	  down	  in	  denominational	  differences,	  if	  

the	  poet	  is	  too	  concerned	  with	  them.	  This	  poetry	  might	  also	  disengage	  from	  the	  world,	  

with	  too	  narrow	  a	  focus	  on	  eschatological	  concerns.	  Who	  would	  be	  the	  audience	  for	  

such	  a	  poem,	  given	  the	  rise	  in	  population	  of	  “nones”	  and	  agnostics?	  And	  how	  might	  one	  

reach	  a	  secular	  reader?	  	  

In	  an	  age	  of	  doubt,	  the	  most	  radical	  act	  is	  to	  believe.	  A	  poetry	  like	  Donne’s,	  if	  

written	  today,	  would	  be	  a	  counter-‐cultural	  act,	  an	  act	  of	  defiance	  against	  the	  current	  

zeitgeist	  of	  outward-‐looking	  political	  poetry	  and	  inward-‐looking	  lyric	  self-‐realizations.	  

And	  a	  poetry	  like	  Donne’s	  would	  succeed	  only	  if	  it	  were	  written	  with	  the	  same	  stylistic	  

verve	  that	  Donne	  executed,	  a	  poetry	  of	  sonic	  and	  prosodic	  mastery,	  one	  rich	  in	  

figurative	  language,	  one	  willing	  to	  explore	  paradoxes	  and	  negations.	  This	  poetry,	  

perhaps	  paradoxically,	  could	  not	  utterly	  divorce	  itself	  from	  the	  world,	  especially	  the	  

world’s	  sorrow,	  and	  would	  have	  to	  be	  willing,	  as	  Szybist	  is,	  to	  reckon	  with	  suffering,	  and	  

the	  problem	  of	  evil.	  Instead	  of	  being	  shoehorned	  by	  a	  certain	  denomination,	  a	  poet	  

might,	  like	  Spaar,	  explore	  the	  incredible	  richness	  and	  range	  of	  images	  and	  practices	  that	  

various	  denominational	  traditions	  and	  creeds	  offer.	  He	  or	  she	  might	  run	  too	  far	  afield,	  

and	  find	  oneself	  transgressing	  against	  his	  or	  her	  conception	  of	  God,	  where	  the	  truth	  of	  

the	  poem	  conflicts	  with	  the	  poet’s	  idea	  of	  the	  truth	  of	  the	  divine	  and	  the	  truth	  of	  the	  

world.	  But	  that	  tension	  would	  be	  fruitful	  for	  this	  poetry,	  and	  would	  probably	  lead	  to	  a	  

more	  rigorous	  faith,	  a	  faith	  and	  poetry	  unafraid	  to	  ask	  questions,	  explore	  contradictions,	  
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and	  encounter	  paradoxes,	  because	  these	  things	  do	  not	  diminish	  the	  poet’s	  fervor	  for	  

pursuing	  encounters	  with	  God.	  	  
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PART II 

POETRY COLLECTION
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Section I: Southern Tongues Leave Us Shining 
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Nocturne with Horses (Another Exile) 
             —for Tommy  

If death is a dialogue between spirit & dust, 
it is the horses who will speak for the spirit 
on our behalf— 

              sometimes more spirit than flesh, 

the way they’ll spook at a movement or a scent  
that is unseen, that is either beyond us 

or not there at all, a wisdom 
beyond the sense of flesh, what flesh might be capable of— 

the way they’ll stand at attention  
in evening’s afterrain mists rising from the hot earth 

& quiver as if an electric current rippled through their flank, 

as if small arrows of light were constantly loosed into the starry horse sky 
their wet skin holds, 
until you approach, until they’re sure you pose no threat.   

The breath of these two just beyond the three-tiered pine fence 
is quiet as the word exile  

              in a recitation of the Torah, 
which tells us that even God is pleased 
with horses, with their wind tunnel-licked form, 

   their riverine shine, 
but they are quiet you ask them of their maker, 

  who numbers their days 
& ours, or about the hereafter, 
because they might just know something 
since fourteen of their kin were buried on a Norse longboat 
with a queen, & five hundred terra cotta models  

in Emperor Qin’s necropolis. Beneath a ceiling painted 
with heavenly bodies, Sima Qian tells us 

from twenty centuries away, buried with jade & gold, 
towers, even officials, amidst one hundred rivers of mercury. 

But these horses say nothing about this day, 
or your life, or the one brother in three 

who will be locked away this year in this state— 
if the stats hold, 

              & they will— 
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at Leakesville, & Central Miss, & Parchman Farm,  
home to Unit 29, Mississippi’s Death Row.  

And because you believe in mercy,  
that if it is to exist somewhere 

it must be what we can make of this moment, 
that eventually you must trust your life to something  

          larger than your life, 
you pluck the white eyeballs  

of engorged ticks from their flanks— 
you lean your entire body into your thumbnail & fingernail 
so they press a half-inch into this horse’s skin 

            to tear away the tick head  
fanged in the horse flesh. 

Because leaving them in the field is to give the horses back to them, 
you gather them in your hands 
like a strange harvest 

          of white strawberry-sized cataracts, 
carry them to a nearby rock still warm from the departed sun, 

& though you understand that this is only another form 
of survival, 
& though you understand their exile from the horse body 

(because you have stood, stunned,  
against a storefront window while you were frisked, 
& saw in your own dark skin 

          another exile: 
your father’s sixty months at the Farm— 
saw your own long term someday),  

you heft his nine pound hammer  
& strike the ticks where they lie on the rock 

so the white bags burst in great sparks of horse blood, 

until the rock’s as wet as the moment  
of Agamemnon’s last cry.  
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Southern Tongues Leave Us Shining 

Sister says another day another dollar.  
Sister spins in the living room, little feet chirping  
on the chipped & faded hardwood, 
counted bones & silk of skin in the air then not, shimmer 

      & arch,  
shimmy & spin, of the air & not. She says teacher says 
a crate of tap shoes washed up on a beach somewhere, 
someday she’ll have a pair. In North Korea, she says, 

they have billboards that say We Have Nothing to Envy. 
Weightless  
shadow on the clapboard walls, only something pressed 
of hollow bones could turn like that, living shadow 

        a thousand socks tied to balloons 
are floating across the border right now, 
winter socks for the coming cold, for those who have nothing. 

Sister, I can hardly hear the voice on the radio from the next room 
over your feet, & that’s alright, 
Little Half-Flame, sometimes driving backwoods gravel I spin the dial 

& those voices edge in & out 
of me, & I’m glad someone is putting tongue to hunger, 
someone who’s arisen from a shotgun shack 

          or one of the fine condos 
of Section 8, someone who’s traced the tongue marks 
in the cans of grease out back, & understands 

there ain’t much to get us through,  
& even if out of earshot, even if the voices travel through us 
like the unnumbered particles that Perseid each & every second 

   through the dark skies 
our bodies conceal, I’m glad someone’s mumbling the charms 
that had a woman’s bra wire deflect the bullet last week, 
had a blanket save a boy the week before, 

a bullet that whistled through wood & drywall 
& was stopped at the skin by wool.  

Numb-fumbling voodoo, bluebird bones & moonlight,  
saint or Santeria, whatever works 

in this evening of haloes & absences: 
white soap shavings around Martin on his chair 
(after whittling all that’s not angel from the soap bar), 
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vigil candles guttering, auraed by the perfect circle 
they make of their flames. Sneakers hanging by their laces. 
And a cloud of beating mothwings around a streetlight, 

little nebula,  
heart of dust & wings around blue sodium.  

Whatever works, forty ounces or pipe dream, 
blue train or jellyroll, whatever the moonlight can make of us, 

here where the gandy dancers once flickered by the rails, 

sister let these tongues attend us, those we cling to, 
o flesh that fails, that falls from another flesh.
Light & dust. Of the air & earth.  

Let the rivers run through their throats, fine 
alluvium, southern tongues come find us 

    if the new shoes never show, 
if our angels are still out of reach, 
earshot & eyeshot, 

southern tongues leave us shining  
for another day.  
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Nocturne: Southern Tongues Coda (Mine Closing Blues) 

Coal trains never sleep 
but moan their way through sleeping towns— 

like this one, hemmed by fields of cattle grazing 
next to the oil derricks the roughnecks call donkeys 
dipping their tongues into the earth, 
beneath a half-moon 

          at arm’s length 
two thumbs from setting. 
Wind chimes on a cold wind from somewhere in the dark 
out of Cancer’s luminous X,  

          wind chimes or the falconer calling 
to the stars.  
Coal trains never sleep 

            & lives never stop falling 
through grey suburban streets,  
mistletoe like black hives in the skeletal limbs of bur oaks. 

Next county over the mine’s closing 
         just in time 

for the blooming of the redbud & linden, 
the pear trees we love.  

No wind is the king’s wind, it’s said, & no copper 
is our copper, no living wage, no hour 

but this one, & it’s the possum’s, 
possum hour, sagittal crest & a blood 

that will overcome rattlesnake venom.  
Little creeper. Naked tail. Bearing milk for her young. 
White dog in the old Algonquian. 
If possession is nine-tenths of the law 

            then she owns this street, 
& the sewer, & the rat-gnawed tunnel 
beneath the south wall of the art building. 

Then the bank doesn’t own the house, or the car.   
And if we’re half-history, & three-quarters thirst,  

    give or take, 
if this half-moon’s the end of a plumb line  
thrown by the same hand who sowed 

the first few grains of the earth, 
this paradiso of blooming thistle & loosestrife, 
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 prairie scrub  
& prairie grasses,  
then none of us have hit bottom yet.  

Sleep might be beyond us— 
sleep might be beyond us, 

& the Ambien script’s unfilled,  
but there’s a finger 
left in the bourbon handle,  
there’s one more song on the record 

& moonset in a minute or two— 
there ain’t no dark till something shines, 

moon a canary carried beyond the western hills, 
where the coyotes begin to cry 

            & the cattle circle their young.  
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Mississippi Tongues: A Poem In Seven Parts 

I am going, Deacon Jones 
I went down to the church house 
I got down on my bended knee 
I prayed, I prayed all night, I prayed 
Deacon Jones, pray for me 

—John Lee Hooker, “Burnin’ Hell” 

“I feel my body, my bones and flesh beginning to part and open upon the alone, and the process of coming 
unalone is terrible.” 

—Dewey Dell, As I Lay Dying 
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I. Southern Divination 

The signs are everywhere. The cat drops headless birds, cardinal, 
bluejay, something whitewinged, beside the rocker on the front porch. 

A diamondback leaves its skin at field’s edge. Heaps of dead wasps 
near it, sun-brindled bodies like a funeral pyre in time’s slow flame. 

A perfect circle of feathers: yes, you’ll owe more than you have today. 
A perfect circle of raised white welts: yes, there will be enough 

for dinner tonight. You find a one-antlered deer skull hung 
from the branches of a young oak: yes, she’ll come back someday. 

Bag worms like prayer lanterns at wood’s edge, sizzle 
of cicadas in the trees, a hundred ratchets spinning on the car 

of the dog-bayed August sun. The signs are everywhere. The dogs 
got another one of the chickens. A mimosa drops its flares 

into the river, the light of years resurfacing reaches you. The light 
of other towns. Other tongues, older tongues. Issaquena, Choctaw 

for deer river. You say it to the crumpled deer body roadside, 
tiger lilies blazing on their wicks in the ditch. Issaquena.  

The first two county seats are now ghost towns on this alluvial plain, 
buckshot soil, bottomland. Ghost towns, ghost tongues, we, too, 

are alluvial, & bear the traces of others upon us. This county is no 
dry bones, this county will rise again, our neighbor rumbles, the one who wears 

a gator’s tooth around his neck for luck. Seven types of fog, seven types 
of rattlers. Ache of crepe myrtle blossoms by the road, white ones, fuchsia, 

ache of all we cannot bring ourselves to ask: pocketless, starless,  
what can a body keep, what can a body bear? You must ask yourself, 

the river, the dark, you must ask a hundred times, because so many 
have gone into both without an answer. Riverine ourselves, 

alluvial, we bear the signs, the names, the petals, the ashes of a church fire 
on the air, we bear the light of names no one knows how to say anymore.  
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II. What’s the Last Thing that Goes Through a Bug’s Head

when it hits the windshield— 
    the attendant asks 

at the last station before the two-lane blacktop 
hits the Natchez Trace: foot-smoothed path 
from Natchez to Nashville: hundred-foot pines, 
Pegasus & Lyra-blossomed magnolia, crepe myrtles 
like burning cars roadside: his half-limp almost 
the same as my father’s,  

   arthritis in his knee radiating  
like starlight in water: a riddle with an answer, 
one we ask instead of asking about our own 
last words, last questions, even at this lonely 
outpost, where rusty ceiling fans chase their tails 
all day, & a mini pagoda of disposable cameras, 
each with their own 

         empty window, wait  
for a figure to wave back at us: the Bible opened 
on the counter to a dog-eared Psalm 88,  
& mahalath leannoth (to be read at the suffering 
of afflictions) circled in red: a lineage that begins 
with a half-limp, & goes back generations  
of Primitive Baptists, 

          Hard Shell Baptists,  
back to a man owned by another: lineage, the falling 
of one day into the next: what we are heir to, 
what we are at the mercy of: Old Trace, what flickers 
in the blood? : something kin to the twenty centuries 
of dark in the Pharr Mounds, burial tumuli a few miles  
from this place: 

 something like the 6th taste  
on the tongue, or the 7th, if it exists: unanswerable: 
how long this season of white hair, how long  
will Yahweh stay silent: how much of this galaxy’s 
light, this river of heaven, is the light of white dwarfs: 
dead stars: where else do death & eros collide 
in the world: burst sacks 

    of thistle still on the stalk 
bulge like eyeballs in the next field, waiting  
for the right wind out of the cypress swamps  
to carry the seeds: as we wait, halfhearted, off-balance,  
for something beyond us to carry us, to get us 
through another day, to bear these frailties— 

            its ass.  
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III. Southern Gothic: A Timeline

At some point the empty rooms become you. 

The days fall into each other, 

the crickets are piled up beside the gas pumps 

like the husks of shattered violins.   

They’re laid down with our sorry words, our five & dime apologies.  

The faces around you shuttle by so fast they flicker  

like heat lightning above the treeline.  

At some point it all comes back to you. 

The Union gunboat fires on retreating black soldiers, 

instead of the charging Confederates. 

At some point you give up on the missing.  

At some point you’re at the mercy of what’s hidden in the heart of man. 

How do you wrap your heart around that?  

At some point the river gives up its bones. 

It put its finger in your mouth, your name in its mouth.  

~~~~~ 

It put its finger in your mouth, your name in its mouth: 

at some point the river gives up its bones.  

How do you wrap your heart around that? 

At some point you’re at the mercy of what’s hidden in the heart of man. 

At some point you give up on the missing.  

Instead of the charging Confederates, 

the Union gunboat fires on retreating black soldiers. 
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At some point it all comes back to you: 

like heat lightning above the treeline 

the faces around you shuttle by so fast they flicker; 

they’re laid down with our sorry words, our five & dime apologies. 

Like the husks of shattered violins 

the crickets are piled up beside the gas pumps. 

The days fall into each other.  

At some point the empty rooms become you. 
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IV. Southern Locution (Erasures)

Even now the letters & syllables begin to 

Ravel themselves around their own disappearances 

As the speakers forget them: Mephis, Missippi: 
           like phantom limbs, like a 

Shroud of fingerprints lifted from arrowheads 

Underneath the bodies. This is how a place vanishes. The letters 

Rise towards names already beyond the horizon.  

Even now they dissolve on our tongues, James Chaney, Andrew Goodman, Michael  

Schwerner… 
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V. Horse Farm 

In the half-slatted barn’s shadow the blaze  
of tiger lilies gives way to blue cornflowers 

the horses would never touch, & tangles  
of clover on the way to the fenced meadow, 

an unaxeled Chevy next to it, a swarm of wasps 
angering around the engine block. Not much left, 

not even an old farmhouse to go with the barn, 
but from the hayloft or roof, a view of a road, 

& trees that give way to the escarpment’s edge, 
so that when the leaves fall you can see the lights 

on the lake below. I dared not go in, after they found 
her, hanging from the barn’s central beam: 

to see the empty air that would not be empty: 
something, I knew, would conjure the body  

on the air. I didn’t know her, & wished to. The color 
of the breeze in her hair. The strata in the whorls 

of her fingerprints, beyond anything my twelve year 
mind could imagine. Did not know, & hurt  

for her one terrible moment. For that aloneness.  
I feared her tongue. Her eyes, her yes to the end, here 

in the middle of nowhere, where the sun was strong 
on her hair, & through her hair, when she led the horses 

from the stalls to the field. I can see them. A line, nodding  
hoof-then-hoof walk, the gleam from foreleg to flank,  

a shimmer that runs from the beginning of time & back 
across the face of the earth to reach you. And this barn,  

this cenotaph, was too much for someone else,  
who dared its quiet, its emptiness, & climbed in through  

a wall. Ungagged the red kerosene container’s half-rag,  
& shook out the acrid tongues onto the hay of long years 
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in corners, in empty stalls, listened to the silence  
for a long moment before he struck a match, one spark, 

then fled as flames swept every inch of the barn, hooves 
crackling as they climbed, until they reached the roof to leap 

as the roof fell, as it collapsed like a chest beneath  
the weight of flame. The way a life can fall in on itself.  

Topple beneath expectations, or grief, & so lose itself  
to the weight of loss. Smoke, visible two towns over, 

billowed up, smoke of this pyre, something for her absence 
to look upon for one night, just one, until the flames  

consumed even their own thirst, & the smoke disappeared 
above the field where the horses are buried.  
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VI. Issaquena County Blues (Theology)

And God gives, Mama, the way bridges do— 
gives out, yes’m, when you halfway across. 
There’s a hole in heaven where some sin slips through, 

& that’s where the Mississippi’s rolling to. 
Some place that forgets, somewhere beyond our loss.  
And even God gives, the way guitar strings do: 

sounds our lives as the earth’s sounded by the dew.  
Too many turned out, laid up, hospice or big house.  
But there’s a hole in heaven where some sin slips through,  

so make a break if you see it, the way crows 
go for the eyes first. Might be redemption in the dross  
because God can give, Mama, the way beauty do— 

gives back the pieces it took, less a few: 
drowned horses & petals, those beyond breath or shoes. 
There’s a hole in heaven where some sin slips through— 

& one or two of us might slip out of Issaquena too. 
We’re left with hard luck, hard prayer, & a high cross. 
Because even God gives out, the way hearts do— 
but there’s a hole in heaven where some sin slips through. 
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VII. Natchez Trace Ecstatic

Someone pulls the cork 
  & the evening amberlight drains through the cypress, 

mimosa blooms shimmering like the blur of hands 
before the abracadabra  

& the day disappears, 
the way the congregation of this abandoned 
white clapboard church did.  

Here, some hundred miles from the twin-cabined dogtrot where Lewis died 
by his own hand 

    or another’s, 
no one’s sure, 
these Hard Shell Baptists, the old school’s old school, 

refused even instruments in their worship: 
anything except voice was mere decoration.  

And beyond this place bent on a place beyond 
(some had one eye on heaven 

            & one peeled for revenuers)  
the Old Trace begins, footworn path, begun by hunters 
who followed herds 

         to Tennessee salt licks, 
if the story holds, 
the same way the hollow in heaven’s side, 

     if it’s still there, 
has been worn in a little at a time, 

     its heart unreachable.  
In the encroaching woods behind the church, 

           slash pine, longleaf, red elm & bitter pecan, 
black moths unlip from the dark 
near a pond hidden in the long grass like a stolen kidney. 

Here hard prayer began like a thirst  
        for salt. 

Here they laid their old selves in the water, 
       this Mississippi mudpuddle 

become a river Jordan, 
become another self as the fog lifts from it,  

        translucent as the next life.  
No voices here any longer,  
only skeeters on an air that was once hymn-haunted— 

because there’s nothing ornamental in this place, 
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here we resemble what we’ve lost, 
become a palimpsest of what’s missing.  
Here the cotton shall rise again like white tongues, 

       white Pentecostal flames, & the body, 
the body shall gutter in our mouths,  
the wounds sound our depths, 

            & the rattler prove our faith.  
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Appalachian Vowels 

soften the day’s glare some,  
glare & heat in waves that hula off the county blacktop, 

   Appalachian vowels  
like salt so long on the tongue it’s sweet, 

   soft as the footsteps 
of the lost regiment said to walk these woods, 
soft even through the mechanic’s teeth, 
even with a plug of chaw in his cheek, 

limned by a late evening sun outside 
a hole in the wall garage ten years from falling down. 
Empty puddle-shot parking lot in front,  

green shoots of wild onions shooting up around the wrecks out back, 
fists of magnolia cones beneath every magnolia 

  giving survival a go, 
in a soil that still gives up musket balls & teeth. 
He’s missing two fingers, & hails 
from a few hills time forgot, he says, his family ugly as hell 

& twice as mean, he says. 
But even hell bears its scars, Dante tells us, from the harrowing 
of Christ, & so do the mountains,  

missing shoulders, passes long since blown out— 
400 million years to form the alveolar ridges 
& a century to knock them down, 

     blue shine still there though,  
some trick of light & isoprene, blue aura, blue answer.  
So if suffering introduces you  
to yourself, then the scars are past hellos— 

then we have something in common with the devil.  
And what, at last, says goodbye for us 
to us? The dark don’t lie, Townes sings somewhere 

        on the other side,  
but there go the shadows all the way 
down to the Nantahala, lost regiment beneath the stunted oak, 
blind as 64’s curves, down to the river.  

The dark don’t lie, but smudge us a little,  
    just this once,  

this day, this place, soften the hard edges, hard sounds, 
change this Whiskey Rebellion blood like oil, 

because nothing says goodbye for us, 
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because the ascension might go on without us,  
& even the Macon County soil, son-of-a-bitch stubborn, 

even the soil rises, 
kicked up by a short box three fields over, 

white shroud like a body  
without flesh, a body alive 

     in its wounds, in tender words of greeting…  
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Salvage 

The salvage yard’s forty acres of brokedown  
busted-up wrecks, where we once got fifty bucks 
for our grocery getter, an ’89 wagon. 
My father & I stalk aisles of cars & trucks 

for replacement parts—rims, belts, compressor. 
Pops a hood—holds a lighter up in the skull, 
runs a hand along the radiator.  
Nothing lasts, but nothing’s irreplaceable— 

except for the faulty parts he passed down.  
Same lousy knees, leaky valves—blood flow   
half-slowed in his Gremlin heart. Same depression, 

same blown hippocampus. All this, yet a grin 
when he sees the old ’Vette: 16 again, all show   
& fro, gunning down Main St for the horizon. 
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The Trick  

I’ve always loved that scene in The Seventh Seal 
where Jof, poor broke Jof the juggler, rushes back 
to tell his wife Mia that he’s just seen the Virgin & Child, 
so close to me that I could have touched her, but Mia 
is skeptical, wants to know what they’ll eat this winter, 
wants to know how their son Mikael will have a better life. 
And Jof says his son will be an acrobat, or a great juggler, 
one that can do the one impossible trick—to halt a ball 
in midair. Impossible, Mia says. For us, he replies. 
But not for him. A trick for the Illusion Hall of Fame, 
with the Fabled Bullet Catch, Houdini’s vanishing 
elephant, or today’s, which include the woman who  
awoke 45 minutes after being pronounced dead, 
& the lab that created a whirlpool of polaritons, 
particles with properties of both light & matter.  
Resurrection & transfiguration aside, the trick most days 
is just getting through the day. Kids to school on time, 
pizza delivered in 15 minutes, how to leave a bottle 
alone. Yesterday my thirty-fourth year left its last glyphs 
on the walls of my bones. Today I found out I’m going 
to be a father. And today the trick is managing this rising 
tide of panic, & excitement, & God knows what else, 
as I drive with my wife, five weeks along, to the doctor,  
every ache of her past week scrutinized. Each bloodspot. 
Impossible one, you’ll double in size this week. 
And again next week, poppy seed to sweet pea, 
if you do not give up. Even the light that enters her eyes  
comes to you, as it becomes vitamin D, & reaches you  
through the rivers of her body. This is the way light  
becomes blood—as the Word, too, became flesh,  
we are told. And our words, too, our prayers, must change 
flesh—even a body alive in a time before the dream 
of language feathers, & unfolds, heart the one still point  
in your trembling cloud, yet to start its savage countdown. 
Be ceaseless. Turn in that darkness you darken.   
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String Theory 

You should know how to jump a car,  
& how to change a tire, my father once told me.  
To that I’d add where to buy the best shine 
in town, which is always out of someone’s trunk.  
In Oxford, look for an ’89 Cherokee, 
rust-mottled white, & tinted dark as ink,  
because a woman named Chaz will sell a jelly jar  
with hardly a charcoal speck. She’s a disciple   
of string theory—not the one that says strings 
send their 2-D worldsheet through spacetime, 
one candidate for The Theory of Everything— 
but the shine version: she plays an old violin 
in a barn to the sealed jars, & a horse, Bill.  
They don’t have ears, she says, maybe the vibrations  
soften the shine some. She’s got her own set 
of must-knows: how to make an easy grand 
hauling cigarettes across state lines, how to grow 
your own blue corn for the stuff. How to kick 
the other stuff, blue flame, burn spoon, dying horse 
or heroin, the appetite goes first, she says. 
You should know what it’s like to bury 
a horse, to spend a morning digging a piano-size 
grave, for twenty cents. Three jars in, she tells me 
something. We wrapped chains around one  
that got stuck in a drinking hole. Her rump in the air, 
chunks of horse flesh missing: coyotes 
we’d hear at night as we drifted off to sleep. 
When the chains tightened as the tractor heaved 
the mare’s belly gave, & her body was pulled 
from a womb-wet colt. You should know 
some things stay with you the rest of your life. 
I even saw that colt as I held up the ultrasound pic 
the first time, she says. The birth of your first-born 
will wreck every part of you. And I know this. 
I’ve held that picture in my hands. I’ve heard 
that heart, that stunning wingbeat on the speaker,  
that otherworldly whistling, an ambulance passing 
by you, if you’re stretchered out in the back  
at the same time. Like hearing a helicopter 
underwater, or talking to a friend on the phone 
when he’s in freefall. I should know by now I’ll never 
know all the strings that pull me this way or that. 
I mean thirst, & history, mistakes & all, I mean 
the way we become our parents, so I know enough 
to know I don’t know shit, but that heartbeat, 
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that unborn heartbeat did to me what the late train horn  
does to the plains, what the blood moon does 
to midnight. This week of her first dreams, body  
in Golden Mean proportions already, like Chaz’s violin. 
Zeising once measured the body & found a 3/2 ratio 
in length, which is a Perfect Fifth on a scale— 
so who sang us into being, who first struck our hearts  
into rivering with a few slides along the strings?  
Even this beauty is an eyelash next to the end we share. 
All I see, all I hope to, is a length of days past  
mine when I look hard at the ultrasound clouds, 
at the face upon the waters. The way Chaz looks 
at the sun too long sometimes, so the burnspots spark, 
then coalesce, until a blueblack colt walks out of the sun.  
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The Next Life  

Let go of your old life. 
The Friday evenings on the patio, 
the weddings, first days at schools & offices, 
the kids, & now their kids,  
& all of the faces you cannot name 
who look upon you from their pictures. 
Let go of the woman who listened through skin & bone 
to your relentless pulse  

             so she could sleep at last.  
Let go, as she lets go, of the body you knew, every inch  
of the miles of blood vessels,  
the body now stripped of its organs 

        like a mine of its copper. 
Let go of the hereafter. Of what makes a life. 
Let go of our last secrets, little keeper, 
like Schubert’s, who asked to be laid down at the end 
beside Beethoven. Let go of our ends, 
which are beyond us, as Canova showed, 
his restless heart at rest in a memorial he cut, 
hammer & chisel on stone, for Titian.  

Let go of the history you have suffered— 
heaped by the thousands in limepainted pits, 
a sun blown in each eye. Buried with fourteen horses 
on a ship. Buried in a pyramid, buried beneath 
the sea, forgotten until the sea becomes desert. 

 Wild fuse,  
combustible cloud of our knowing, raised  
out of the dust of stars & moths, let go of heaven’s plans, 
you who keep us kin to thieves & beasts, 
who drives the killer on, who scourges 
the astronauts higher.  

           Let go of the death mask, 
the burning feather you will be weighed against, 
the billboards this van drives past 
(wanted felons, gun shows, Who Killed the Sun Family?), 
the windows of suffering & sales pitches  
that perch above vacant lots & tangles 
of wild sunflowers, in a city only a little north 
of where your kin were plucked from bodies  
rolled down temple steps.  

     Let go of the ice-packed cooler 
you who rattle us into being like a cicada into song, 
like rain against the insomniac’s windows. 

     Cold fist, let go  
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of the surgeon’s hands beneath the bewildering 
galaxy of the OR lights, 
& descend through the shattered sternum 

      into a new life  
that begins with the whine & sizzle of the defibrillator, 
the shudder that wakes you in a web of stitches, when you thrash 
like a man drowning, 

like a man half-wrapped in flame.  
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Drought Blues 

Out of the perfect circles of feathers 
on lawns & roadsides, 

out of the rotting maws of javelinas, 
from the bowed heads of wilting wildflowers, 

from bathtub rings around lakes,  
& the exposed Indian graves once in twenty feet of water 

the drought rises to walk amongst us, 
            white hair  

& translucent skin a sheer rippling  

above the trees, body of vapor & heat, 
limbic shadows knotting 
& untying beneath the bean & pecan trees. 

Diminish, diminish, it says 
with its mouth full of feathers, 

 hot finger in my mouth, 
in the mouths of every one of the yet-to-be-transfigured.  

What do we mean by shelter, it asks us, 
the same question 

     castoff shoes & empty gallon bottles 
in ranch fields ask us.  

Add that to the others we’re in the midst of answering— 
how far north do the narcocorridos carry? 
What are the coyotes charging, human traffickers, 
what’s the exchange rate 

   on the peso black market? 
The skies are cloudless, answerless— 
only a distant thunder on the horizon 

           that tells you it’s dove season, 
that the white-striped wings will soon be falling.  

Those walking the fields will stay invisible— 
they will show only as white blazes on X-rays of the eighteen wheelers, 
lives hidden amidst ripening mangoes, 

body that walks beside you, around you, that becomes you, 
like an undertow of feathers, 
like a call that must go unanswered  

        if it is to exist at all.  
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Interview with the Last Blacksmith in Mississippi 

What did you make?  
A perfect coin, one that bears no face. 
One that will balance on every eyelid. 

What did you make? 
A gate that opens only to a relic, pressed petal or fingerbone.  
A blue rail from the dead to the stars.  

How did you learn your craft? 
The earth is a beautiful sieve. We are what has been caught. 
I saw how hunger curved the coyote’s ribs.  

How did you learn your craft? 
I bore a thorn in my palm for seven days.  
I smoothed ashes on the river, ashes that were lighter than water. 

What did you dream? 
Steel gondolas glittering on the river, returned to the hooves of horses at dawn. 
I traced the Hand that traced us first. 

What did you dream? 
The forge beyond the sparks of the stars. The faces on the cooling waters... 
I watched the dead shuffle with the ore from beneath the mountain.  

How did you forget? 
I watched steel break like glass. I watched people become unfamiliar to themselves. 
What are the stars but furnaces? What is between them but all we’ve forgotten?  

How did you forget? 
I unlearned by holding a bracelet of hair.  
I weighed the white bones of the disappeared. 

What did you fail to craft? 
If you had a hammer as small as your first memory, you could make an angel.  
Not even with infinite hammers & a cold flame could you begin to fashion grief. 

Where are you going?  
Where the arrowhead points.  
I hear the river whistle ahead of its bones.  

What will you leave us? 
A metal softer than flesh, lighter than song or shadow. 
We come to know the world as a veil learns a face.   
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A Reply to Du Mu From the South  

Du Mu looks up from a letter he’s writing to us 
twelve centuries ago, 

a letter edged with a description of the four hundred & eighty temples 
of the Southern dynasties— 
what they did with their idleness, 

with a need they couldn’t explain.   

Old friend, the same wind 
that lifted up the corners of the ricepaper 

      around your hand 
rifles wild white yarrow & black-eyed Susans 
in the field beyond the burned church.  

Here, as many empty porches & boarded windows as Southern temples. 
Tractors rust to grass, county roads dissolve to gravel,  

            the walkers on the bridge 
vanish. Where do they go,  
the ones who move on without a word, 
who leave toys in the backyard, & utility bills on the front door?  

Here, a little sunshine, & a winedark spill of deer’s blood 
      across the county line, 

orange sun-spotted pagodas 
of wild tiger lilies in the ditches 

off the rain-tamped white dust of Elk Chapel Road,  
         a straight shot to the polestar. 

So much I can’t explain, 
so much forgotten, or unfinished, 

if you can tell the two apart.  

Old friend, I’ll be forgotten.  
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Blues Nocturne   

It’s departure inscribed on the air in the October evening, 
six & ten foot flights of grasshoppers arcing across vacant lots 
gone to seed, the wakes & screws & contrails 

of falling leaves 
& planes circling DFW & Love Field. 

Somewhere out there is the step I lost between my 20s & 30s. 
Somewhere the last word my wife said in sleep is still echoing. 
And the hour we lost between Santa Fe & Dallas must be somewhere above 

this woman busking a waterless spillway of grasshoppers 
    & skateboard pilgrims 

in a town where the calls of distant trains meet at last.  
What an embarrassment of riches she has  

     to pick on her guitar— 
three year drought blues, or seventeen year, 
depending on who you ask.  

The lifted truck blues, rollin coal blues, both barrels,  
          duallies & half tons & short boxes. 

The AR blues, extended mag blues.  
Skeeter bite blues, the West Nile roulette we play 

     each time we take a walk, 
toxic subprime loans blues, & more underwater mortgages 
in these neighborhoods than Atlantis, if we ever find it. 

And aside from the fracking blues & the little earthquakes 
      that attend us, 

is there anything in the blues of the ten thousand places 
on the disappeared, 
or the lone child migrant  

    no one seems to know what to do with, 
is there anything from that catalogue 
for dove season, 
some evernote alive in this afterlife of autumn 

             to trace the score the white wings leave 
on the air as they plunge. 
I keep hoping for something after last call, 

        in this twilight’s 
twilight, something more, some grace I won’t recognize 
till it has a hold of me, 

some turn card, some other I can’t explain, a mark 
the ineffable leaves upon us, 

         faint as the white tails that ghost through  
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cattle rail & thicket & steel fence, 
    through lost hours 

& last words,  
more flame than flesh, more flicker 

       than tongue,  
like the translucent bodies, the ones past all pain, 
the radiant ones the preachers say we’re migrating to.  
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A Charm for Protection  
From the Protectors 

Because it’s not enough for your son 
to have a platelet count of 100, 

because once his bilirubin levels fall 
he will have to leave the tent 

of light he lies beneath, little 
phosphorescent idol, neon glowworm 

with capillaries & aortas & aqueducts  
a thousand times more complicated  

than the uncounted tracheal tubes  
within the butterfly’s chrysalis,  

because he will be made, one day,  
to lie facedown in the street, nose & lips  

to asphalt, & you can only dream the ark 
of feathers, the Kevlar-stitched 

cradle (even holding the half-god  
by his heels & dipping him in the Styx 

did not work: we are vulnerable 
at the place we are held), 

because beyond teaching him to raise 
his hands slow, slow, to say sir  

when he hears boy, there is nothing 
else you can do, say his name 

to the spillway pulsing with last night’s 
rain, repeat his blood type 

to the wind, alive now in its wounds 
of petunias & honeysuckle.  

Leave the last lock of his first haircut 
in the empty mouth of the lone  

Confederate statue on the town square. 
Rub out the oracle figures in the blood 
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that rivulets the asphalt  
from the deer hanging by its heels 

in a driveway. Press yourself against 
a net of thistles & stones, against 

your shadow, which holds the shadow 
of a boy falling, the shadows  

of flowers piled in the street.  
The statistics will fall like rain through 

the bare rafters in the house 
that is his future, the rafters your hands 

are holding up, your hands 
are counting his ribs, each rib.  
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A Charm For Ghosts (Natchez Trace Coda) 

Children picking up our bones 
Will never know that these were once 
As quick as foxes on the hill… 

…And least will guess that with our bones
We left much more… 

       —“Postcards from the Volcano, Wallace Stevens 

White-striped wings swoop through  
evening’s corn-silk shine,  

     cries the sizzling of a fuse that burns 
back to the Pleistocene. 
Lodged in the trees, cicadas rattle, fragments of bone in a tin cup, 
into sunset’s Gethsemane torchlight: 
the old life singing of the next one, 

or the other way around, 
I don’t know which, or if there’s more to come 

just after. In this life it’s two hundred years since the last  
of the Choctaw on Mississippi lands,  

a hundred & change since the gov’t closed this bridge, 
called the Free Bridge during the Civil War, 
because of the Yellow Fever,  

the Yocona still glimmering into the distance— 
summer’s translucent wick burning 

        in the ninety-at-nine heat, 
ghost-skeins of willow & birch limbs beneath the water, 
reaching beneath to the dead, halfway  
to the next life, halfway & then some, 

           depending on who you ask— 
I’d start with whoever started the Natchez Trace, 
four hundred miles of foot-struck road, here to the Pharr Mounds, 

green swells of grass-covered tumuli, 
here to the beginning of human history. 

In this life Macon Road Baptist flickers in every third house, 
hymn-haunted sunrooms alive with certainties  
to questions no one else thought to ask, but even heaven 

      must have an end 
somewhere, & here even the dead are segregated— 

& even bridges vanish, & regiments,  
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even catacombs can be lost 
       until flint & bone are coughed up— 

in this life we’re surrounded by the old lives. 

If you could gather them all, say a charm to summon them— 
some litany of earth & sky & man,  
(baptisia alba, cumulonimbus & white camellia,  
James Crosby James Green James Harris 
Southern breeze & poplar trees, scent of magnolia) 

if you could get the order right once, just once,  

you would have another history, 
one not written by the victors 
but stitched of the lost,  
all the ones we’ve forgotten  

that left us with their bones & more, that return at this hour 
to walk the streets,  

      procession of quiet shades, parade of who we’ve lost. 
And if archaeology’s the study of what went wrong, 

then some day we’ll be soft sift in the mesh pan,  
    so much brushwork, 

& what has become of us, & magnolia blooms,  
what becomes of bones & burned crosses 

will be held up high against the light,  

& stolen away, to be held close to someone  
who will get it right, if not today, then maybe 

           the day after tomorrow.  
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Denton Nocturne: Sciomancy 
—divination by shadows 

If the chupucabra walks here tonight, half-legend, half-story, 
skinned pig, naked dog or shorn hog,  

it’s in sundown fields ringed with barbed wire, 
prairie grass, longhorn cattle & black nodding pumpjacks, 
it’s in this hour the wrecks of rush hour pilgrims 

    have been put to bed 
on the backs of trucks, bound & chained, 
this hour the beads begin to be thumbed, 
& long shadows resume their vigil 

       at roadside memorials: 
atriums of crows & fake flowers, the never-will-rise, 
white crosses & burnt out candles 
with a black nub of wick tongued in each center, 

     & cairns of Air Jordans, 
laces a fuse that burns back to an end 
we cannot imagine, yet must 

         when we hand our children the keys. 
Dusk in our limbs, in the limbs 

  of the backyard oak, 
charcoal calligraphy in its rough sphere of branches  
a tracing of the ink that ran through my grandfather’s heart, 

         crow’s nest 
of capillaries & blue veins, 
dusk drifts through what we know 

       & what we’ve lost, 
as if those are different things. 

If the chupucabra walks tonight, 
it’ll have to avoid those of us driving home 
who are lost in thought, fingers thrumming the wheel, 

cable guys going door-to-door with a bundle 
of incredible deals, 
the two Mormons biking home in their helmets & ties & short sleeves, 

& the shades said to walk these roads at night: 
a man lost a long time ago in an explosion of underworld flames 

      on an oil platform  
just east of here 
(better than the work itself, that’s a roughneck promotion 
my friend the roughneck says),  

but if there is a phantom, 
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it’s a silent one, 
a rough stitching of the rags 

of our quieter desires 
& fears, the ones that don’t see the light, 
that have never glimmered to the surface, 

a stitching that walks door-to-door 
with nothing to sell,  

        with no one to save.  
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Gravitomancy  
           —divination by various gravities 

In the field beyond the parking lot 
the wind pulls a string of seven luna moths 
to get the earth spinning—one theory 
of gravity, mine. Another, a smarter one,  
says it’s responsible for time dilation: the closer  
a clock to a gravitational field, the slower  
the ticking. Yet another holds it’s gravity  
that drives time, hence the forward arrow  
of time in the universe. So the hydrogen  
in our bodies can be traced back  
to the Big Bang. Hence the stars falling 
& morphine dripping in my grandfather’s IV. 
The bone cancer that cannot unbloom.  
And the distance in my wife’s eyes   
when she mentions her father for the first time. 
The only time she’ll mention the man  
she’ll never meet, but he’s another pull 
upon her—the stranger with her nose 
in the parking lot, with the same 
birthmark on his arm. An invisible line, 
like the seventh petal’s pull upon us 
if Earth is the sixth thrown from heaven, 
or the lines between the seed spread upon graves 
across the highway from this hotel 
& the birds that rise from it, that rise  
like laughter from our throats.  
She’s an hour out of an ER visit 
to explain a sudden rush of blood,  
in which the nurse ran the magic wand across 
her belly, & said get ready, we have more births  
during a full moon than any other day. 
She checks the drawers for the Gideon Bible,  
checks in each room we stay—because Mama 
once bought a whole bunch for the hotels. 
Mama, who once gave away her grave 
to a missionary, who hoped for laughter 
at her wake. Laid to rest now in this earth 
that slows clocks, that pulls stars & bones 
down to itself. The dead are halfway 
to the next petal, the next world. While we twist  
on this end of the kite strung between us. 
So we remember. We must. We thirst, even now, 
even as I close the shades & turn back to her, 
to her body, counting time with two heartbeats.  
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Nocturne with Fitted Absences 
   —The book of moonlight is not written yet / nor half begun… 

Flame-limned shreds of leaf & wood drift on the air 
from a wildfire two canyons over 
as if the library of Alexandria were burning again,  

      a shroud of smoke 
thrown across the stars. In a moonless backyard 
I stoop to pick up clothes fallen from the line, 

            hands & knees, O Lord, 
hands & knees—like the man who paced out the underworld, 
if Dante’s right, though his name escapes me,  

    the circles there nowhere near 
as perfect as grief’s, or joy’s— 
in this city of cinders,  

looking for little patches of dark a little darker than the grass— 

only a glint of a letter here, there, as a name, a logo, 
somehow picks up light in the lightless yard.  

The wind hurries away, talking in its sleep,  
stray syllables that must meet somewhere— 

& somewhere, in a depth I have known 
& cannot know, 
sometime this week my unborn child 

swallows for the first time, though I cannot remember 
  if there’s even a tongue yet. 

I know that somewhere the moon breaches for air. 

I know that my bones are the spines of nameless books, 

& the pages of our flesh have begun to be recited 
in the dark waters, 

letters of sugars & proteins through the month-old blood, 
      tongue, thirst, sleep… 
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Texas Blues 

Someone pulls a burning splinter from the devil’s thigh 
  & holds it up to the sun— 

August in Texas.  
And slides it down the frets to get the dying cicadas going, half wheeze 
& half-halted gospel hum,  

if it’s Blind Willie a hundred years ago, Blind Pilgrim 
born a stone’s throw from here, 
if it’s a knife blade sliding down the strings, 

Jesus gon make up my dying bed. 
In ’45 it was a bed in his burned-out house, 

nowhere else to go, 
wet bed to keep cool in the Texas summer, 
that became his dying bed, when the hospital turned away 

a man with malarial fever,  
because he was blind, or black, or both. 

Preached & sang in the streets 
to people he couldn’t see,  
if my wings should fail me Lord,  

        like the cloud of witnesses 
the author of Hebrews says we’re surrounded by, 
whoever that was,  
we might never know.  

Here, to this cloud of the wanted & missing who look down 
at us from billboards, hushed against  

the shimmy-shake of locusts buzzing into the call of the coal train 
heading north, armature of the next life, 

   armature or echo 
of the day after our last, 
to this cloud add the passengers & crew making an emergency landing 
at DFW, 
meet me in the middle with another pair.  

I was on that flight last week, 
can hear the flight attendant saying wear your seatbelt low 
like J-Lo wears pants, 

           plane low 
over the million white RV hookups at the Texas Motor Speedway 
I first mistook for headstones, 
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over the thirty foot monoliths on an unfinished I-35 ramp, 
henges of a disappeared people,  
highway henges of a road into the sky. 

I count up all the times my life’s been out of my hands 

& arrive at grace, 
at a number I cannot know, 
number of wings that will fail in this world— 

how long till I’ll need you to meet me in the middle 
of the air? How long 

         will faith mean a belief  
in what I cannot see?  
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Appalachian Farewell 

It’s sluice & sieve this side of the mountain today, 
it’s TNT & hill heave, & a long slide,  

          until this side is the other. 
Appalachia’s a green speck in the eye  
of God, a speck man’s been working to remove 
for the past century or two,  

but for now it’s dust in our teeth,  
it’s a missing mountain shoulder 

   & a missing vowel in our mouths. 

Still, I’d like to see the sluice rise for once, 
& the Flesh drift back to Word, 
if I had words to describe it—debris settling  
on a river’s hairpin turn now, the sound of the world falling 

back to the world. I’d like to see the coal dust transfigure 
into someone whose name is beyond me 

     (dust still high in the sunlight), 
someone too radiant to recognize, 
who will speak when I don’t know which side I’m on.  
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Section II: The Body Divinations
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Southern Update: Triptych 

The FD still doesn’t know how the man caught fire. 
The PD still doesn’t know how an inmate escaped 

from the infirmary—a guard had to knock down the door 
to the room, only to find translucent tubes thrown  

across the empty bed, 
blood blown along the needle.  
Keep an eye out for him, they say.  

But every road’s a Damascan road around here, 
with this inmate, with the paperless migrants  

said to walk the roads & fields beside us (does anyone ever see 
them?), & sometimes, when the day’s just right 

              or just gone, 
the shades of those driven from their homes in Quakertown 
& across the railroad tracks to Salomon’s Hill a century ago— 

you can guess why— 
          walk through the late evening afterlight 

they’re stitched of.   
Are we all the roads we’ve crossed in the towns we’ve lived?  
Is that how we’ll sum up our lives, 
by what we’ve left behind? Or the sum of our doubts?  

~~~~~ 

We still don’t know exactly what brings on labor. 
Baby on the way, I don’t trust myself 
or my doubts, or God, though sometimes 

      I can’t tell them apart.  
Tonight I backed away from Him 
as if from a bootlegger with a ten gauge. 

   But your soul’s the still, 
He said, reading my mind,  
I’m only the wound I’ve blown open in you 

& the first breath after.  
When they emerged from hell 
& washed up on the shores of Purgatory, beneath four stars,  

          light for those 
who could not look upon Your light, 
Virgil washed Dante’s face, 

then broke a reed to wear around his waist,  
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a symbol of humility—you cannot continue 

until you realize that you’re powerless 
to continue. To climb is to surrender each & every moment. 

Then another reed grew in its place: 
a sanctification attended by a miracle.  

Dear Ghost 
who walks beside me, in this story I would give everything away, 
even prayer,  

        if mother & daughter are safe,  
I would break for their sakes, 

          I pray. 
Dear Ghost, the impossible migration  
of my wife’s organs—her abdominal muscles split in half 
& pushed to the side of her ribcage, 

         liver & spleen like balloons 
against the ceiling of her abdominal cavity—has come to an end.  

~~~~~ 

How do you know when to take her to the hospital, 
my father said on the phone to my grandmother 

    when I was on the way.  
When she makes you cry to look at her.  

And we’re there, or almost there, give or take  
a minute or two, a contraction, wince, grimace,  

              a lone cry 
from a room away, dear Ghost, stay close, 

      firstborn of the dead 
stay close for this birth.  
Things become whole once in a while, if you’re lucky 
or good. Five plates in my daughter’s skull are fusing together, 

 right now, 
as she descends through the birth canal,  

   our little nude descending 
the ivory staircase of my wife’s pelvis.  

And what does one say to a daughter? 

Language is the fire that survives us.  

New calves follow their mothers along the fenceline 
         in the fields outside the city, tail end 

of wildflower season, 
bean tree blooms bang their drums on the color palette of the world, 
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magnolia blossoms blaze through waxy leaves, white as the slip 
   of the devil’s wife, 

O Lord, their afterimage burning ships 
  that keep sinking out of sight.  

This town is every town. Still a long breadline at the foodbank. 
Still segregated, by & large, 
except for Friday nights, some of us still  

must raise our young 
to raise their hands.  

And what does one say to a daughter? 

For every pardon, a hundred more in the jug.  

For the first glimpse of her head—once 
a moon in clouds on the ultrasound, 

          moon that shifts each tide in us— 
ten shades in the middle of the street.  

For every wet strand of her hair, every word of Ugolino 
on his tongue, what it has—no, who 

          it has tasted.  
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Flight 

I scoop a drowned mosquito  
from the dishwater & toss it to the trash  

(some musk of my blood  
must have drawn it there, the few drops  

freed by a paring knife). And in its last flight  
I see another lift off from my brother’s neck,  

a drop of blood pearled in its body.  
He’s delirious with malaria. Fevered 

beyond speaking, in a hospital in Uganda, 
in a place locals say you go to die 

(his students have arrived to lay hands  
upon him—they have told him stories  

of locals who have returned after  
they stopped breathing— 

& cannot explain the light they saw 
after they closed their eyes.  

None of their words for this phenomenon 
will cross the water  

into English, but paradise comes close).  
He’s an ocean away, an eternity. 

What does distance make possible? 
Besides this helplessness, I mean, besides a space 

agony makes for someone far away.   
A mosquito in the air, boneless thing, scarlet moon, 

fever moon rising from the bones of millions, 
rising with a drop of my brother’s blood, 

which is the scent of heaven, drifting 
into the distance, drawing nearer each day.  
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The Nameless City 

No, there is a German word for beautiful sadness, 
my coach said in Ottawa, a little drunk 
at the hotel bar. Coming up with a different count 
each time for the bridges across the two rivers 
of his youth, near his little village two hours north 
of Berlin. It sounds like that word for flawed marble— 
in the Italian—that somehow makes the sculpture dearer.  
There was also a word for music dying 
into the hills—verschallen, verschollen, something like that. 
A child at a nearby table was drawing the gallows 
for a game of Hangman. My coach’s knees ruined, 
as my father’s are, ACL & MCL surgery, the works, 
then the replacement. And where do they go after? 
Perhaps there is a grand migration of parts each spring. 
A lost island of limbs, kidneys & ligaments. A palazzo 
of cellos strung with tendons. Now the body begins 
upon the page, head, torso. I heard the Bach Suites 
once in Hamilton, down a street, I say, somewhere 
in the avenues. I ran around the block while Casals 
found the score in a Paris bookshop last century, 
& practiced for thirteen years before he performed it. 
While Rostropovich shook over his cello, playing 
the Suites by heart beside the Berlin Wall as it was torn down. 
The music followed itself through my memory, 
so I was again counting her ribs in the dark.  
Knowing there was a true answer & counting again, 
losing count. Like counting the bridges of the city.  
Red brick townhouse city, slag heaps & steel mills city. 
Box cars heaped with coal, graffiti-tagged. 
On the child’s page, a body hung by the neck. 
A jumble of letters. A number of blank spaces.  
My coach mumbling something about a team discount 
from a woman on Backpage.com, now too drunk 
to even remember the name of his city. While she returns 
to the nameless dark. While the Skyway bridge arcs 
into the Hamilton sky across the Burlington Bridge, 
alive in its light like the River of Heaven, while the night 
receives the music our silence makes, a sadness 
that finds its beauty in the body that is gone.  
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Cupbearer 

The timing & mise en scène are so perfect  
the photo seems staged: a barefoot, shirtless 
boy pissing on a wall, a giant red swoosh 
painted next to him, JUST DO IT beneath.  

Just do it, kid. Just piss on the shades 
& slogans of capitalism. Just ferret out the 
copper scraps in the trash, just beg your quota 
of rupees. In his half-slouch his shoulder blades 

catch the noon sun like moons, two crescent moons. 
But there’s a poverty unrelated to money: 
within I am saintless, starless, a threshing floor.  

I would be your cupbearer once, just once. 
I see the odds against you seeing twenty. 
I hear your mother calling from the door. 
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Southern Tongues Coda II (Aubade with Shades) 

In the sound of this morning’s pellet snow  
falling on still-green leaves, 

sound of ten thousand brushes 
on the high hat, I heard the last percussive scrape in a song 

before it was cut off by the bone saw’s cry  
yesterday in the slaughterhouse 

& longed to hear, for a few more moments, 
what had sailed through walls & hook-hung torsos 
not on wings or wind, but something thinner 

than the prayer of someone who asks to be broken, 
         thinner than the white hair 

on a sow’s belly. 
Song beyond earshot. Song for the countless windows 
of ice that show through the snow on the reservoir,  

windows opened upon an enormous iris, 
each the size of a piano, 
each as dark as the arrow holes in backyard targets. 

I catch myself thinking the waters are all the days & nights 
we won’t get back—  
if I look long enough into the opaque frames  
I’ll see a face I loved.  

I don’t know who I’m waiting for, 
what will appear. Childhood friends,  

my grandfather’s face, unmarked by death,  
or the face of La Fille de Paris, 

nameless drowned woman whose death mask hung from salon walls 
across the city. Maybe the pages of my life’s history  

in the unreadable scrawl 
of the town drunk will float up, or the tangle of rat’s nest 
as it was lifted from my mother’s piano 

will appear somehow in the onyx glass, 
color of the night hours  
that find my grandmother awake,  

    belted onto the insomnia table.  
But there are no faces, only weeds a few feet down 
as sparse as the stand 
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of fall-down scrub pine & thistle where the blood trail  
of the deer began 
when M missed its vitals. 
He tracked it for seven hours. 

I have to call that mercy. And ask the same 
of the shades below, when I figure out 

what this morning is the empty throat of, 
or what I’m on the trail of,  
or just what the question is, 

if the end is the answer,  
if I’ll ever hear the song again. 
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The Body Divinations: A Poem in Seven Parts 

I. Auramancy 
            —divination by auras  

Halfway home when a woman  
sitting on the sidewalk grabs my hand 
& tells me she sees a break in the aura  

at my ankle. I’d see a rented room full  
of starcharts & healing crystals, a few books 
on UFOs, if not for the pitted ruin  

my ankle’s become—torn cartilage, free- 
floating calcific densities, even a bone spur 
created out of nothing  

but trauma. Maybe she caught me limping. 
And maybe I’m just not looking hard enough 
at what’s around. You’d never know  

there was something in our walls 
that stirs, & scratches, when Charlie Parker’s 
playing to our four rooms, or when 

we make love. Let’s look a little deeper into 
each other. I hope you see another brimming 
glass of malbec. And a few more good years 

together, at least, if we’re lucky, a few more  
old songs before sleep, & a night that disappears 
into itself, the way long kisses do.  
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II. Auramancy II

Once, we climbed the grain silo ladders to get a bird’s eye view  
of tough lives going, lives bordered by 

            white tongues 
of cotton. And now the picture blurs on the edges. 

Like static breaking in, like the ghost chatter of phantom birds 
on radar, the green flecks no one could explain 
moving against the wind. 

And the lights, every light is distant, 
the way the drowned looked upon the bathyspheres 
as they descended like valkyries, with lead-lined coffins  

for the bodies too radioactive to handle. 
It’s you who cannot bear anyone else. 
Aura, you say, quietly. A migraine coming. 

Like the red sky at morning that is the sailor’s warning, 
if that’s how it goes, or reading tomorrow 

in chicken entrails, tea leaves, casting locks of hair 
       when the I Ching goes missing, 

as if your body had a handle on the what’s-to-come,  
o Cassandra, o Isaiah,

your body somehow tuned to the turning of the days, 
the way moths steer by the stars, or animals scatter 

       to higher ground  
before the tsunami hits.  
Are there other windows into the future 
your body can look into? Could you look long enough 

to see twelve hundred snow geese falling from the sky over Idaho next week? 

We begin to climb down, rung by rung, your eyes 
closed, slow as Dante down the devil’s back. 

Cars shake down Main’s cobblestones. A siren blares 
in the distance. You might tell us who’s fleeing this town 

for another city, for a brighter day. Or out-do the MRI.  
Get us through the day. Steer us.  
So there’d be no pile of flowers in the middle of the street. 

No boombox on the street, playing a loop of the D.A. reciting charges 
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against the cops, over & over.  

We might know the hands on the litter that will bear us. 
We might kiss those hands before we go.  
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III. Nomenomancy
—divination by names thrown upon the air  

Like each of us, it could only guess at its own begetting. A careless cigarette, electrical spark, 
Molotov cocktail hurled by an angry senior who had his letter to the editor rejected, we 
never found out how the fire started. Only smoke suddenly billowing above the town. 
Confetti of ten thousand newspapers upon the air, shreds of words adrift on a breeze out of 
the Plains. Shreds of newspaper through open windows, that came to rest on the eyelids & 
lips of men sleeping off the night shift at the furnace. Embers floated for hours through the 
streets, through back alleys, ended up in the black fur of cats, in the grey hair of old men 
playing checkers, on the tongues of children who didn’t know better. A shroud upon the 
impatiens & petunias in tire & barrel gardens, on the feathers of pigeons in rooftop cages. In 
the grain silos the ashes found space between the grains, and so our news made it across the 
oceans. The embers traveled faster than the rumors: the rectory had also caught fire, bakery, 
bordello run by the one-eyed madam. Sales, stories on the alderman’s affair, the mayor’s new 
dog. And one death—one obituary. Larry, the boy who jumped his dirt bike into the canal. 
His name now upon the air, with our questions for him. We looked up at a sky that whirled 
with clouds of his name, & saw on that air once more the arc of his bike between the bridge 
and the rest of his life. His name rained down upon us, confetti for a parade of his absence. 
For years we found his name—in our underwear drawers, in our cereal boxes, in the big hair 
of our pageant contestants. In the open bags of sugar in the home ec classroom, the ones 
that girls would name and care for, & come to remember when their own babies were held 
up, his half-burned name against the brilliance of the sugar crystals, these sugar babies, each 
one named Larry.  

.   
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IV. Where We End Up (Echomancy)
—divination by echoes 

No one believed him when 
the dummy said all the markets 
would crash, or the deacon  
go missing. The ventriloquist 

had a mouth full of wine, 
& they were in the front pew.  
But here we are, sans 401s  
or stocks, & the deacon’s a few 

shades paler than normal. 
Little man, who are the shades  
whispering into your knife-whittled  
ears, into your matchhead 

heart? Your sawdust guts 
baggied from the butcher’s floor, 
your leg a chew toy for the mutts.  
But when I press an ear to your  

chest, I can see her—she’s lovely.  
And the day you cut her wires 
at last! A dance like nobody  
had ever seen. You don’t care 

what it will cost you, like every  
great lover. And so the seams  
of future days part: I see you by 
yourself on stage, as you dreamed, 

not in front of thousands, but on 
the platform, on your one remaining 
leg, train ticket in hand, pawn 
slip in your pocket, nothing 

but countless dances on the horizon. 
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V. The Body Divinations: Errata  

for life read day read long grasses shining 
beneath the moon 
for tailbone read the totem  

of a past life  
vanished seas we left long ago 

for ribs read the eyelets of light let in  
through the nets of shadows starlings haul across the earth 

for scars read flame 
the house grief builds  
by tearing down the house you were 

humeri were wings once 
fins once beat from the astralagi 

for jawbone read oar 
from the ship you sail in sleep  

for ankle read bouquet of white stones 

for tongue read need    
tinderbox read burned city 

for platelets read the photos found a hundred miles away 
after next year’s tornado 
for fortune tellers 
the joints     tendons & ligaments     that ring with coming storms 

for mercy read wounds 
that heal wounds 
you haven’t suffered yet  

for ribcage read ruined cathedral  
for heart read swinging censer  
pluming off its capillaries & arteries  

the distance between  
as far as the heavens from the earth 
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VI. The Body Divinations: Last Questions

what is breath 
the guitar dreaming of its shadow 

what is the ear  
the shadow divined by Mahler’s unfinished 9th  

what is the ear 
its bone was broken into three 
so that you might hear the world’s recitation 

what are metacarpals 
proof of lineage 

what are the hips 
aqueducts forgetting water 

what are the hips 
they echo with the names of future lovers 

what are the ribs  
feathers falling for years 
through the earth   

what are the clavicles 
six will press themselves against the bottom of your last ark  

what is skin 
honey made in a lion’s skull  
& goldleafed over the bones  
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VII. Landscape Rising from Crow Eyes (Ornithomancy)
—divination by birds  

So you’re in the Van Gogh museum sneaking a pic  
of Wheat Fields with Crows  with a cell phone because  
you’ve come up with a different crow count 3x now, 
& because you can’t quite see where crows end 
& night begins, because if you look hard enough 
you’ll look into the rest of Vincent’s life 
since the painting was his last, & you’ll need 
something, later, to bring you back to this moment  
where forty-five, or forty-eight, or fifty vanishing 
points watch you begin to disappear back into 
your life, where you’re questioning everything  
you know about crows, & light, & last words, 
but here’s a hand gripping your collar, & another 
knuckled into your back, someone with coffee 
& herring-breath muttering kloatsek, a Frisian insult, 
meaning asshole, or douchebag, which means the guard 
might be from Friesland, a Netherlands province  
with a language no one officially recognizes as a language, 
but such a little area that he might be a distant 
relative, & because comedy will always trump tragedy 
in your life, you stumble as you turn to flip the bird 
at this longlost cousin, & fall back to the asphalt, 
eyeball to shattered eyeball with a dead crow.  
And look up at what it looked at last: just another 
street, a four story redbrick skyline across the way,  
a piano dangling in front of one of the windows. 
A contrail-crossed sky. Salt air blowing in 
from the ocean that separates you from everyone 
you know. If art is just the thing that makes you 
more vulnerable, couldn’t this crow, this bit 
of char, this black tongue gone cold cursing, 
be included? And what else has knocked you  
on your ass lately? The man in Argentina who fitted  
his father’s left hand to his own, a hand recovered  
from a pile of smoldering bones. The splotch on the iris  
of a 3 year old in a picture, yellow sun, that someone  
on social media identified as the beginning of Coats’ disease, 
yellow shine of an unseen scar on the back of her retina,  
& so saved her vision. Or the look in your wife’s eyes,  
the glistening at the crow’s feet beside them,  
when you finished the crib, twelve white slats on each side  
of the golden-ratioed rectangle, one for every pair 
of ribs, ribs right now the size of dragonfly wings, 
& just as translucent. At the end of two lives, 
at the beginning of another, you take your first steps 
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back into the world, with all the brushwork left  
upon you, your body upside down in the canal 
next to you, body among the evening stars, a point 
of light for every feather burning in your memory.  
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VIII. Letteromancy (The New Causality)
—divination by cast letters 

And the mile the wildfire ember travels on the wind. 

And the mile blood tides through the capillaries & arteries 
of my daughter’s body, 

& the empty towns that wait for faces in each 
of the chambers of her heart.  

And the mile in that last inch between the end of me 
           & the hem of His garment, good Lord,  

may as well be a thousand here on Mile 627, 
hwy 20—a little east of Carthage in west Louisiana— 
a black stripe through fifty acres of head high afterfire shrub 

punctuated by a handful of three- & four-story bonepale antler-bare survivors.  
My daughter asleep in the childseat, as the headlights winnow 
the road from the dark, like the twin beams of light 

in the Double Slit Experiment, which showed that future measurements 
somehow affected the state of the photons in the past, 

as they were setting out. So when I lean back & twist to press 
the back of my hand to her forehead 

& see the shadow letters UNIVERSITY cast by the rear window sticker 
against the moonlight,  

it’s her degree I’m seeing some twenty years later, her marriage 
& the faces of her kids luminous between the letters.  

What events or lives have left their prints on this instant,  
this one instant? I’ve turned for just a moment 

              & yet by the time I turn back 
from the rest of her life 

  this present moment runs like water through my hands. 

A man has walked out of Angola for the first time in forty years. 
Ornette Coleman dies. Twenty thousand stars drift out of the reach 
of our telescopes, if the math on the expanding universe holds,  

this stripe of road blazes west  

& the fever in her body sets fire to Carthage two thousand years ago. 
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Elegy for a Demolition Derby Driver  

No natural disaster or inauguration—not even  
Earnhardt’s last stand—would rapid through  
the town’s text trees like news of his death.  

Beside the possum- & skunk-haunted road 
state-planners & optimists called an artery  
& residents knew as a dead end 

deer-dented cars stopped. Flicked Zippos 
& raised them high outside windows.  
A hundred knees bowed in the small town 

beside tarped decades-old tee-peed wagons & sedagons, 
hammerheads, suicides with stuffed shocks, 
a hundred hands ran across the braille 

of wounded sheet metal, across dimpled  
& cratered fenders, creases like laugh lines, 
as if to conjure a genie from each wreck, 

until the hollows almost hummed like a bottle  
falling bridge to river. He outran the Statesies  
once—fifth of SoCo in hand, in his old Eldo,  

with the door bars & chained humps, trunk 9-wired  
shut—by cutting across fields, hogfeed corn  
& bindweed, zigzagging county gravel  

& weed crops. Sweeter moves than a sugar grain  
in a drowned man’s mustache, slicker than goose shit 
the way he’d switchblade through gaps  

no one else could see, how he managed that extra 
lunatic gear above the last, or the way he heaved  
his hips into the hard turns then settled  

light into the cracked leather like snow 
upon these godforsaken hills, as if he knew  
the want that would keep us from sinking  

for good down into them. No twenty-one horn 
salute today. Only a rumbling procession of patchwork  
cars, strongest where the sheet metal gives 

a little, where it crumples in upon  
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itself, yet keeps running—ball peened doors,  
dimpled trunk, the worked-over—like our lives,  

bone stock & spare, no spares, just one moment 
where we all knew what he wanted—one last 

sprint, one last redline for glory or distance  
or whatever the hell we call the miles beyond us.  
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The Far Cities  

The two coldest places on earth  
is a junkyard & a grain elevator, 
the farmer said, hunched in his Carhartts.  

North wind whistled around the silver 
curves, skimmed the grain-starred walls. 
We’d just topped off a half-full trailer  

of splits with good beans. His haul 
would be weighed, emptied on the floor 
then paddled up to the silo we called 

Big Leg, a hundred & fifty hand-over- 
hands up its ladder—Big Leg &  
four smaller towers are the main feature 

of this little town’s skyline. Most grain 
left in bags, 65 lbs, non-GMO, truck  
then rail then ship, 700 bags to a shipping  

container. Japan, South Korea, once by luck  
or need, diplomacy or Customs screw-up,  
North Korea. In between we’d smoke, chuck 

rocks at rats, throw up last night, play flipcup. 
Paul once speared one of the fat pigeons 
with a scrape stick. Once the load was shut 

I’d look at the places where it was bound.  
When I put the phone away, I’d still see 
the hungry mouths, those beautiful jaw lines. 

And long for those distances, those far cities. 
Nowhere’s here. Some think it’s elsewhere, 
but it’s here. A main street, & only dark seas 

beyond, the ones where the radio towers,  
flashing red lights, cast their invisible  
lines. How many lives in free fall here? 

And hear again Ted Nash, on a cable special 
once, talk of traveling in New Orleans   
before he played Crescent City Express, of a rail 
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line faster than anything. A very fast train,  
he said, & you don’t get off till the end  
of the line—he meant something for the pain, 

what we use when there’s nothing else to mend 
ourselves, white lightning, horse, purple urkel. 
Do you know what it takes for a grief-stunned 

heart to make it? Each time a truck pulled 
out, each time I’d climb Big Leg, & listen 
to that cold wind across the infinite fields, 

I’d feel the windows of interstitial dark between 
grains open in my bones. And hear that train, 
Nash’s train, & think even a half-drowned 

keel-hauled heart a long ways from any ocean 
might make it, that given a little momentum, 
speed or mercy, the great distances would open 

even for those of us going nowhere but down—  
even that heart might make it out of town. 
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One Day My Daughter Will Pull the Sheet Down 

This is the world she left. This evening of the withered 
pale pink blooms of the primrose, the ones that will fall 

this evening to make way for the new ones of the morning. 
Like manna, if the story’s true. And who hasn’t hungered 

for a story with a little promise for tomorrow? Especially here, 
small town at the crossroads of nowhere & want. A few fields 

over, they’ve hung a dead chicken around a dog’s neck. 
That will learn him. Last week I watched a copperhead carried out 

on a shovel blade, reddish-brown twist like the Hebrew letter dalet— 
that sounds like the d in dark—steel rust glimmer between head 

& body. That night long rifles set off through prairie grasses 
for wild hogs, through crow-looted cornfields, gleaned 

stalk & stubble, & pastures with tufts of black fur starred  
on the fence lines that border them where the cattle rub.  

The week before, a bobtail in a trap. Ghost cat even this far 
south. You never see’em unless starved to death in a trap.  

The week before, a skinned pig hung from a hook in one garage. 
And still, most neighbors are nameless. The mirrors are shrouded 

in her house. This much we know. Someone will wash her, stay  
with her body until it’s time. Cold & bright, sundog weather,  

day moon a wick bent in its white flame. Virga in the distance, 
rain that lives & dies without touching the earth, blue hair 

on the wind, what was the last song your mother sang to you? 
Her hair was long, like this skein combed upon the blue distance. 

She waited her entire life for the Word to become flesh, become 
thirst, become a voice alive in the syllables of her name. Here, 

someone once said, is a poverty sufficient to our long marvelous dying.   
I bend closer to the mirror: little tracks in the dust, like termite trails  

in pine, our daughter’s fingers where she brushed against her delighted 
reflection. Little life, still in the days before language will leave  
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its burning ember on her tongue, just as we can walk the days  
& nights back to the hour of her begetting so we can trace  

a paucity of language in the early years to a lack of everything else  
for the rest of one’s days. How do I know my neighbor’s coarse jokes  

& not know her name? The bawdy jokes in the Old English riddles survived  
a thousand years, alongside alliterative retellings of Exodus, 

preserved by monks who went blind copying the pages.  
We’ve near as many names for it as for God. Anything but  

bumping uglies, my wife said, rolling her eyes. Or knocking boots— 
nothing says sexy time like a good synecdoche. A roll in the hay, 

showing each other all fifty states. Your ashes hauled,  
my favorite, as if the wind carries what’s left of our pyre to a last river 

where we’ll drift for good. And what about getting lucky? How to live, 
what to do, better lucky than good. I text her let’s get erossed tonight,  

& it autocorrects to get erased. And that’s what happens. One flesh falls  
from the body it made with another. What else but this too-brief sea  

do we have to shore us? We reach towards that falling. Or the shadow beneath 
that falling, dark that calls us back to another’s dark. That demands it.  

The way the seven-month-old reaches for the mirror, or startles awake 
when she hears the wild mortal sounds of her begetting two rooms over. 

Once in a while we get it right. When our tangle of limbs just sings. 
And the Old English runes are unscrambled. The letters in Yahweh  

are spelled out, His ninety-nine names in the air of the space between 
her hand & her hand as she reaches up to pull the sheet down on my days. 
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Southern Reliquaries  

It’s a brand new day, the greasy spoon’s sign  
has recited each day for the last ten years.  

18 wheelers haul their hundred hands of empty space  
through an air hallowed by the smoke of a thousand-acre grassfire. 

New roads take on the shape of the old  
the way rivers tongue the shapes of the drowned, eternal rush hour, 
eternal city: 
.  
beneath the floodlights on the side of the highway  
the blue eye of the welder’s torch snaps  
open, a circular saw spins, disc galaxy, roulette wheel 
if the ball’s skipping through the working hours 

   of the rest of their lives, 
these workers, then bites into concrete, 

              teeth through stone.  

~~~~~ 

Mouth full of cinders, 
the earth has begun to reel back  
its lines of chlorophyll.  
Birch shadows walk on their toes on their way 
to nowhere. Bark strips skiff from the sycamores, 

     pale coracles,  
& set off into the world. Through a screen of falling 
rust-shot leaves it’s hard to tell the planes from the planets, 

but I know one is flight 90, where last week a man 
confided that he’s collected over twenty thousand Pillsbury Doughboy dolls.  

I tried to remember the name of the horn player 
who used to play a club for a plate of spaghetti—something about being in-between 
cities, in-between lives & hours,  
had left me otherwise wordless, with nothing else to offer, 

with nothing more to say about need— 

~~~~~ 

except, once, in Amsterdam, I rounded a corner & came face-to-face 
with a naked woman behind a door of glass.   

          I saw her 
everywhere I went the next few days,  
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each time I saw myself in a window. In the canal below.  
I read a billboard a mile from the glass door: Voodoo Inverso:  

Before leaving Nigeria, this trafficker tricked me 
with a fake voodoo ceremony. I was very frightened. 

When I stopped paying, they sent someone to the village 
and crushed my father’s legs. Now I turn the voodoo back on him… 

Ten thousand days into my life, Lord, & not one more promised. 
Ten thousand days & I’ve nothing  

~~~~~ 

to say in light 
of the overpass fire in front of me, 

       as this city drains 
from its own windows as the sun rises.  

You can take ten thousand steps & get no nearer to heaven, 
someone once said, but the smoke 

is halfway there. If the overpass is an temple, 
it’s a Parthenon blueprinted  

        by the stars 
that are now fading overhead,  
one dedicated to elsewhere, 

         that negative mirror,  
a thousand times more air than concrete, more not there 
than there: a dozen pillars & a cement roof, 

nameless place you only know by the places 
you’re on the way to: a via negativa  

of every place you’ve been. If the ashes on the air 
are inch-long vanishing points of veils, 
this temple had a million. 

And I’ll be its augur. Already I can see the bouquets 
& votives left there for its priestess, still buckled 

in her Corolla, her name unremembered everywhere. 
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Southern Tongues Coda III 

And God said, let there be tinder 
& an August Texas was sparked from flint & stone, 

dry as a hog’s tongue 
two weeks dead, sunstruck thistle & bloomless 
blackfoot daisy & fleabane,  
chickweed & burweed  

             a deadfall mist 
a quarter-inch above every field, empty spillway a snakeskin  
curling through town, 

           empty as God’s throat. 
If this were Purgatory, forget it, we’d all quit 
& climb back down the mountain. 

But this may have been the hour impressionism or baby CPR 
was discovered, the hour our names were written in water, 

        a Venetian serif, 
by the lead letters sunk in the Thames a hundred years ago, 
the hour a country was founded— 
one that consists of all the No Man’s Lands in the world,  

      every foot 
of space between borders. 

If I were its creator, I’d start here, with innumerable fields 
divvied up with barbed wire, empty  
but for oil derricks & longhorns, frack well scaffolding  

  rising from the scrub, 
thin as the ribs of the dead.  
Here, with a hawk moth circling the backyard orange trumpet vine bloom, 

& the five-foot scrub on the fenceline weeping 
fat drops of oil from its leaves, 
the 9:07 moaning north, late as a prayer 

   for yesterday’s condemned. 
Let there be tinder, & there was— 
what we do with light, with the hollows between us,  
light or heat in a drought-struck heatspell 
out of nothing 

            but a tangle of limbs, what we do with  
this nowhere, country-of-hollows, country 
where we’re better lucky than good, 

         which is all I’ve ever wanted  
out of life, or Texas, all I could hope for 
until a year & change later  
there’s a bobblehead baby who flails around 

         like a spider monkey  
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when she’s been too long without sleep, 
   baby with a cry that cuts through plaster 

& bone, like Chewbecca on a kazoo. 
She will only soothe when she’s picked up— 

it’s weightlessness that tunes us to the wind, 
the out-of-body that calms the body like song, 

 let there be song— 
& for song we’ve a toilet that howls like a kettle  
after the flush. Maybe we’ll never hear the mermaids singing 

but listen, the gators of Lake Lewisville are whistling  
right up through the pipes of this tumbledown shack, 

            over the echoes 
of the train horn, last bell, last call in a few hours, 
hearts wrapped in the shuddering shroud  

     they’re made of. 
It’s in falling we feel it keenest, freefall  
of tears or oil droplets, vowels in our names 

         on the tongues of the coyotes calling 
in the distance, an eye on the life 
in our hands, an eye on the dream country of the future, 

    on a train we’ve never seen, 
on the glint of sickle moon, knuckle 
of one of the hands bearing the dark litter westward.  
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Nocturne: Astrapomancy (Southern Tongues Coda IV) 
      —divination by lightning 

Three midnights now I’ve waked from a dream of two horses 
walking towards me, brown mare & little sorrel, 

              hardly ten hands high, 
that lived next to me when I was a child. 

    And three midnights now 
I’ve waked to walk the windows of the house,  
waked to the mane-flicker of distant lightning. 

Mourning dove, even this late, even this early, poor-mouthing our riches. 

And someone, a yard or two away, humming to herself— 
only syllables, I can half-hear, an alphabet of syllables on the verge 

of becoming words. The syllables of insomniacs blow through 
the rivered dreams  

      of the sleeping like snow, 
through the dreams of my daughter, hardly two hands, 
my hands, at two months. We dream more in the first three years 

of our lives than the rest of them, so where do they go, 
where are the horses stabled?  
Somewhere close to the mercies we’ve been shown, 
I think, the ones we didn’t deserve.  

How strange to be this close  
to another’s life, to the washed-up wing 

  of another’s wakefulness. 
Teeth against tongue, tatter of half-song, ticking 
of the blood-wheel that runs in our chests, 

or this moon amongst stars, a canary in a salt mine, 
sound of its feathers falling, 
counting down to the baker’s hour, the hangman’s. 

I can hardly make out tomorrow, & it’s already here, 
          on our tongues, 

this hour that presses its hands to the dream horses. 

Hour when the faces from yesterday are carried past us 
by the charcoal handprints from the burned house, 

hour when the dead turn back to their canvases. 
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